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ABSTRACT
The effect of speaking rate on vowel variability based on the uncontrolled manifold approach
and flow-based neural network modeling
by
Jaekoo Kang

Advisor: Douglas H. Whalen
Variability is intrinsic to human speech production. One approach to understand
variability in speech is to decompose it into task-irrelevant (“good”) and task-relevant (“bad”)
parts with respect to speech tasks. Based on the uncontrolled manifold (UCM) approach, this
dissertation investigates how vowel token-to-token variability in articulation and acoustics can
be decomposed into “good” and “bad” parts and how speaking rate changes the pattern of these
two from the Haskins IEEE rate comparison database. Following the review on studies
encompassing motor equivalence, coarticulation and speaking rate in the first chapter, the UCM
analysis is carried out on the IEEE vowels to test whether speaking rate changes the pattern of
variability and its two subparts (i.e., “good” or UCM vs. “bad” or CM) in the second chapter.
When the rate accelerates, vowel reduction is observed at both articulation and acoustics as
expected. However, the normalized score between UCM and CM does not significantly change
as a function of speaking rate, which suggests a possible reconsideration of vowel target
specifications as well as the methodological limitations reflecting the difference between speech
and limb movement. In the third chapter, a modeling approach using flow-based invertible neural
networks (FlowINN) is examined, focusing on how variability in speech can be directly learned
from the model and whether it can overcome some of the limitations in the UCM analysis. When
iv

trained on the same IEEE vowel data, the inverse prediction of the articulation-acoustics model
reveals the task-irrelevant or “good” articulatory variability, while the inverse prediction of the
acoustics-category model demonstrates the task-irrelevant or “good” acoustic variability.
Furthermore, the learned latent space allows a probabilistic sampling of articulatory and acoustic
data points, which is not possible in the UCM analysis. The application of the UCM analysis and
FlowINN modeling method is discussed, particularly focusing on how the “good” part of
variability in speech can be useful rather than being disregarded as noise.
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Chapter 1: Introduction and Literature Review
Variability is inherent in skilled human behaviors. Playing a piano or riding a bicycle
requires skilled coordination of motor elements, such as arms and legs, to achieve a motor goal.
Although the movements are skilled, the end effector movements are never exactly the same
regardless of how many times they are repeated or executed (“repetition without repetition;”
Bernstein, 1967, p.62). For example, the repeated trials of hammering actions generate multiple
movement trajectories with various contact points on the target (Figure 1a). Similarly, repeating
the same vowels /i, ɪ, ɛ/ in a word context multiple times results in highly variable articulatory
configurations which are not exactly replicated (Figure 1b). Rather than disregarding it as noise,
variability in the form of repeated motor movements from these examples can be understood as
an informative biological feature in the human motor system due to its underlying structure and
regularity (Latash et al., 2002; Riley & Turvey, 2002; Sternad, 2018; Whalen & Chen, 2019).
(a) Variability from limb movement

(b) Variability from speech articulation

Figure 1. (a) Hitting an object with a hammer generates multiple movement trajectories with various contact
points on the target object. Adapted from Latash (2008). (b) Producing vowels /i, ɪ, ɛ/ multiple times in a word
context generates various articulatory midsagittal configurations, marked by colored tongue contours from the
ultrasound imaging. Adapted from Noiray et al. (2014).
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To examine such structure and regularity, first, it is crucial to understand what
similarities and differences there are between speech production and limb movement. It is clear
that the task of producing speech is not same as the task of reaching, grabbing or running. While
such limb movement is oriented toward physical objects, speech production is more cognitive in
nature and governed by language principles even though both tasks are controlled by the central
nervous system and follow principles of motor control. This comparison between limb versus
speech motor control generates questions regarding the nature of motor goals, spatiotemporal
variability and movement coordination and coarticulation. Theories and experimental results
along this line generally converge on the nature of multimodality and hierarchical structure of the
underlying motor control of both, but often diverge on the goal of speech and what is
underlyingly controlled and not controlled, which will be elaborated further in this chapter.
Building upon the theories and experimental studies, it is necessary to consider
what methodological frameworks are available and applicable to investigate the structure of
variability in motor movements. One method to reveal such structure is to decompose variability
into task-irrelevant (goal-equivalent or “good”) and task-relevant (non-goal-equivalent or “bad”)
part of variability (i.e., the uncontrolled manifold approach or the UCM; Latash et al., 2002;
Scholz & Schöner, 1999, 2014). Whether variability in speech production can also be
decomposed into the same principle, however, has not often been examined to date. The
fundamentals and applicability of the UCM in speech will be explored and discussed in this
chapter. Furthermore, speech production might require special treatment because the UCM
method has been often applied to examining limb movements, which differs in a great many
respects from speech production. A newer method of exploring the UCM using flow-based
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invertible neural networks will be introduced which has advantages over the current UCM
method. The utility of this newer modeling approach will be examined in Chapter 3.
In short, this chapter will review studies on human motor variability, specifically
focusing on speech production and the methodological application of the UCM and modeling
approach on variability in speech. Studies will be reviewed with respect to goals of speech,
motor equivalence, coarticulation and speaking rate. These topics were chosen to bring
theoretical perspectives and experimental results together for the better understanding of
variability in speech production. The method of quantifying and modeling variability in speech
will be also introduced, including the fundamentals of the uncontrolled manifold approach and
flow-based invertible neural networks. These methods will be applied in the data analysis and
used for the modeling purpose in the subsequent chapters (Chapter 2 and 3). These later chapters
will demonstrate further how these methods can be utilized and applied to the investigation of
variability in speech production.
The core idea of this dissertation study can be summarized in the following.
1. As a systematic way of investigating human motor variability, the method of
uncontrolled manifold (UCM; i.e., a way of quantifying motor equivalence) analysis will
be applied to speech production data specifically for vowel articulation and acoustics.
2. Vowel token-to-token variability in articulation and acoustics will be examined to
understand how two parts of variability (“good” and “bad”) based on the UCM analysis
are structured as a function of speaking rate (Chapter 2).
3. A novel approach to model variability in speech (flow-based invertible neural networks)
will be explored and possible applications of this approach will be discussed (Chapter 3
and 4).
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Literature Review
Goal-directed skilled action: limb vs. speech motor movement
Human motor movements are composed of goal-directed actions. The motor goals can be
extrinsic if the central nervous system specifies the movement trajectory or the target endeffector positions. The nature of goal can be intrinsic if it is defined specific to effector systems.
As in the hammering example (Figure 1a), the act of hitting on the target object can be prespecified by the central nervous system so that the movement path or the target becomes explicit
and, therefore, joints and muscles are coordinated toward the extrinsic goal (Bernstein, 1984;
Flanagan & Ostry, 2006; Morasso, 1981). However, these two aspects of motor goals mostly
coexist for the motor movement. Reaching the extrinsic goal can be further constrained by the
intrinsic requirements. For example, joints or muscles can impose additional constraints (e.g.,
torque or force) while reaching. The extrinsic goal can then be achieved when intrinsic variables
(e.g., joints) are optimized together (Kawato et al., 1990; Uno et al., 1989). Because external and
intrinsic constraints are not always mapped one to one, the human motor effector system is
mostly redundant at various levels such as kinematics or at the level of muscles (Dhawale et al.,
2017; Latash et al., 2007), which leads to variability in the repeated motor movement.
As a skilled human behavior, speech employs articulators to generate sequences of
spatiotemporal movement, from which the resultant acoustic outcome is transmitted to listeners.
Thus, there is variability in both articulation and acoustics. Unlike limb movement, which is
oriented toward an explicit physical target, producing speech sounds requires both the
articulatory precision involving movements of multiple articulatory organs as well as the
acoustic precision in terms of intelligibility to the listeners’ ears. In this sense, goals of speech
production may be not exclusively in one domain: rather, they are both extrinsic and intrinsic to
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some degree. Several theories have been developed and studied mostly comparing one to
another. On one hand, the Acoustic Invariance Theory (Blumstein & Stevens, 1979), the Quantal
theory (Stevens, 1989) and the Adaptive Variability Theory (Lindblom, 1990) claim that motor
goals are specified primarily in the auditory domain, advocating for the extrinsic goal of speech.
On the other hand, Motor Theory (Liberman et al., 1967; Liberman & Mattingly, 1985), gestural
theory (Liberman & Whalen 2000) and Direct Realist Theory (Fowler, 1986) assert that speech
production is a skilled movement and the goal lies primarily in the articulation, advocating the
idea of the intrinsic goal. These latter theories were fundamentally connected to Articulatory
Phonology (Browman & Goldstein, 1986, 1995). Despite the differences, these approaches have
generated diverse discussion and studies on the link between speech production and perception,
demonstrating that speech is unique among human motor movements that the production and
perception link should be considered jointly to accurately describe the goal of speech.

Motor equivalence
One of the methodological paradigms that is often used to examine the goals of speech is
introducing a perturbation during speech production. A skillful and goal-directed movement
illustrates compensatory behavior when it is perturbed, revealing the motor equivalence toward a
given task (Lashley, 1951; Latash, 2019; Perrier & Fuchs, 2015). When the process of producing
speech is perturbed, speakers generally adapt to the perturbation by reorganizing their motor
strategies, thus achieving the goal of speech (Rochet-Capellan & Ostry, 2011; Savariaux et al.,
1995). This compensatory behavior from the articulators varies by different types of
perturbations. When the movements or the positioning of articulators are interfered with through
the use of devices such as a bite-block, lip tube or robotic apparatus, speakers tend to
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immediately adapt to these modifications (Gay et al., 1981; Lametti et al., 2012; Savariaux et al.,
1995). When the structure of the articulators or the vocal tract itself is perturbed either clinically
or experimentally (e.g., artificial palate) rather than the movement (although both structural and
functional perturbation often overlap), the perturbed speech demonstrates a substantial amount of
compensatory behavior to varying degrees depending on the segment types (Hamlet & Stone,
1978; McFarland et al., 1996). These flexible changes in motor strategies by functional or
structural perturbation reveal that articulators are synergistic toward achieving the motor goal in
the vocal tract. In other words, directed and effortful articulatory movements are observed,
demonstrating the intrinsic goal. This further implies that variability in articulatory movements is
not randomly distributed, but preferably aligned to the goal-achieving (goal-equivalent or
“good”) dimension in terms of the action-goal relationship (Scholz & Schöner, 1999).
Articulatory reconfiguration in response to perturbation demonstrates flexibility and
synergy in speech production. However, when the speech task is perturbed auditorily, the nongoal equivalent (or “bad”) dimension in a given task is also realized. For example, when the
auditory feedback of a vowel is modified against the expected direction of the target (e.g.,
perturbing the first or second formant frequency), speakers generally employ articulatory
strategies opposite to the direction of the perturbation in order to counteract the modification of
their speech, which indicates the presence of the extrinsic goal. Such compensation tends to be
partial and highly variable by speaker (Houde & Jordan, 1998; Purcell & Munhall, 2006; RochetCapellan & Ostry, 2011) and slow to develop relative to articulatory perturbations.
Compensatory responses from articulatory and auditory perturbation illustrate that speech
production undergoes both optimizing intrinsic variables (i.e., articulators) as well as extrinsic
variables (i.e., acoustics). Speakers or listeners actively engage in employing articulatory and
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acoustic strategies for the communicative purpose, which is governed by the cognitive level of
speech. Categorical linguistic units such as phonemes or words themselves might allow a range
of flexibility at a continuous and physical level so that variability can arise at multiple levels,
such as in articulation and acoustics when the perceptual equivalence is met. To have perceptual
equivalence for a given speech production, variability or the motor redundancy has to be
properly “projected onto a cognitive space” (Grimme et al., 2011). This mapping between the
cognitive space and physical space of speech can contribute to the understanding of how goals of
speech and variability at the execution level are closely connected in the production-perception
loop in speech, which requires further research (Perrier & Fuchs, 2015).

Coarticulation
Investigating variability and its role in the understanding of speech goals requires
modification in the process of speech production. This modification is not just limited to the
effects of applied physiological or somatosensory perturbations. Perturbation is pervasive in
natural speech as well. Speech is inherently variable and the primary source of this variability
comes from the fact that during speech production, different vocal-tract tasks (or constriction
gestures) are spatiotemporally overlapped; that is, coarticulated. As a “natural source of
articulatory perturbations” (p. 179 from Fowler & Saltzman, 1993), coarticulation is the
influence of one segment on a neighboring segment, which allows human ears to effectively
uncover messages buried in the variable speech signal (Liberman et al., 1967; Liberman &
Whalen, 2000). In this sense, coarticulation is a constant “tug-of-war” between closely aligned
segments in their spatial and temporal dominance. In this regard, the interaction along segments
itself constitutes perturbation. Varying degrees of coarticulation has been studied extensively in
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the literature, and its effects determined to be context-sensitive, asymmetrical, but largely
planned (See reviews in Farnetani & Recasens, 1999; Fowler & Saltzman, 1993; Whalen, 1990).
Variability from coarticulation is not random, but structured and constrained physically,
linguistically and perceptually. In Lindblom’s model of coarticulation based on speech acoustics
(Lindblom, 1983; Moon & Lindblom, 1994), speech production follows an “economy of effort”
like any other biological mechanism such that, depending on the communicative requirements,
phonetic precision can be achieved fully or to a lesser degree (e.g., vowel undershoot). However,
a more articulatory based account such as Articulatory Phonology posits coarticulation as the
consequence of a spatiotemporal interaction between gestures with different degrees of blending
parameters that is not just constrained by physiology, but can be specified differently by
linguistic context or dialect. This idea from Articulatory Phonology relies on Task Dynamics
(Saltzman & Kelso, 1987) for the implementation of articulatory synergies as blending.
These constraints are additionally shaped by how the coarticulated speech is perceived by
listeners, as variability from the speaker’s end must be properly decoded on the listener’s end for
speech communication. There is mounting evidence supporting a listener’s ability to properly
“normalize” such contextual influences (Fowler, 2006; Fowler & Smith, 1986; Mann & Repp,
1980; Whalen, 1981); If so, what parts of variability are normalized or reduced while other parts
are not? Does this normalization process indicate that variability can be decomposed into parts
that are harmful vs. benign toward the speech goal?
Variability from the coarticulated speech might reflect goal-equivalent and “good” part of
variability as long as it is properly decoded by listeners. However, it might also indicate a
substantial amount of non-goal-equivalent or “bad” part of variability due to the target
undershoot and variability from the coarticulated context. In this sense, variability is probably
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not be the sole consequence of one dominant part. Rather, both goal-equivalent and non-goalequivalent part might act together in speech, which might indicate both parts are integral in the
understanding of the production-perception link.

Speaking rate
As an additional source of variability, speaking rate has a substantial impact on the
articulatory and acoustic patterns found in speech. This rate-induced variability accompanies
changes in articulatory movement speed and size as well as the amount of
coarticulation/coproduction produced (Gay & Hirose, 1973; Ostry & Munhall, 1985; Shaiman,
1999). For example, compared to a normal or slower rate, a faster speaking rate affects the
kinematic movement of the articulators, both speeding the movement and reducing its
magnitude, with a greater overlap in gestures due to the increased coproduction of speech.
Compared to articulatory variability by rate differences, the acoustics of the speech signal were
found to be relatively stable, indicating articulatory movements are synergistic and engage to
stabilize acoustics (Berry, 2002) given the compensatory articulatory-acoustic relations (Maeda,
1991; Stevens, 1989).
Contrary to these findings, studies have also shown that stability of acoustics was not
always achieved and even the articulatory movements were sometimes inconsistent across
different rates. For example, the spectrographic analysis of the midpoint formant frequencies of
different vowels did not illustrate consistent acoustic differences (Gay, 1978). The association
between kinematic and acoustic variability was found to be not strong across three speaking rates
(Mefferd & Green, 2010). The articulatory movement velocities were found to be increased (Gay
et al., 1974), but also reported to be decreased or remain unchanged (Gay & Hirose, 1973;
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Lindblom, 1964), which indicates articulatory and acoustic variability are both substantial and
possibly comparable in the articulatory-acoustics relation (Whalen et al., 2018).
However, there are several factors to be considered to interpret these findings. First, the
rate effect is largely dependent on individual speakers. In addition to the physiological
differences, speakers demonstrate distinct strategies as a function of speaking rate; for example,
some speakers might show the increased movement velocity without changing the movement
amplitude, while other speakers might do the opposite (Ostry & Munhall, 1985), showing
different motor strategies induced by speaking rates (Adams et al., 1993). The method of
controlling the speaking rate also varies by studies. Some studies rely on habitual rate by
speakers (Mefferd & Green, 2010; Turner et al., 1995), while other studies control the speaking
rate using external device such as metronome (Kuberski & Gafos, 2019; Tiede, Mooshammer, et
al., 2019). If the rate of speaking is habitual or self-selected, the speaking condition might be
more “natural” for speakers, but it might not be enough to observe rate-induced articulatory
pressure (Kent, 2004; Tsao et al., 2006). Use of metronome can be useful in this case, but it
might generate more errors and put speakers in a less desirable condition than explicitly
controlled. Therefore, the method of speaking rate control might differently affect the resulting
variability from speech. Still, changes in speaking rate, by inducing articulatory effort, generate
articulatory and acoustic variability that stabilize speech production by keeping intelligibility
intact, which has been similarly observed in peripheral body movements coproduced with speech
(Tiede, Chen, et al., 2019; Tiede, Mooshammer, et al., 2019).
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Uncontrolled manifold analysis
One way to examine variability in speech is to use the uncontrolled manifold (UCM) approach
(Latash et al., 2002; Scholz & Schöner, 1999, 2014). The core idea of the UCM is that the
production of skilled behavior accompanies synergy in the motor elements, which maintains
stability of task achievement. When motor variability is decomposed into task-specific (the
controlled manifold or the CM) and task-irrelevant (the uncontrolled manifold or the UCM)
parts, motor variability is tightly controlled along the CM while relatively loosely controlled
along the UCM. Due to the redundancy in the motor elements compared to the task/performance
variables, the predominance of the UCM is often observed in motor movements, from daily tasks
(e.g., sit-to-stand, running, aiming or reaching) to professional sports (e.g., skiing, playing golf or
basketball). This relatively high portion of variability structured along the UCM is known to be
an indicator of synergy or the “good” part of variability in terms of a given task. The orthogonal
component indicates the non-synergistic or “bad” part of variability (Latash, 2012b). These parts
are also referred to respectively as goal-equivalent variability versus non-goal-equivalent
variability, which will be exemplified in the following hypothetical examples: a two-finger force
stabilizing task and a vowel production task.

Example 1: Two-finger force stabilizing task
The following hypothetical example has been taken from Latash (2008). Participants
were asked to press two force sensors on a flat panel with an index finger and middle finger of
the same hand. The pressing of the panel had to be simultaneous in order to reach the total peak
force 40 N (Newton) for each trial. If the forces exerted by each finger are represented by F1
(index finger) and F2 (middle finger), the task in this example can be summarized as a linear
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equation, F1 + F2 = 40 N. With this task requirement, participants performed multiple trials (for
example, 100 trials) and the trajectory of a single trial was visualized as well as the data clouds
of all trials in the task as in Figure 2.
Two-finger force stabilizing task

Three possible data distributions from the task

Figure 2. A force stabilizing task with two fingers with F1 and F2 indicating forces from each finger (top left). The
temporal trajectory of the total force (FTOTAL= F1+F2) is plotted with each finger force (top right), which generates
three possible data distributions including (A) no synergy, (B) force stabilizing synergy and (C) non synergistic
motor strategy (bottom). Edited and reprinted from Latash (2008).
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After finishing the task, the data distribution from all trials can be classified into three
possible cases. First, the data cloud can form an isotropic ellipse around the mean of each finger
force, which is around 20 N (Figure 2. Bottom A). If projected onto the null space (dotted line)
as well as the orthogonal space (solid line), the amount of projection is about the same and will
not show any meaningful differences (!!""# = !$%# ; ! indicates variance projected on either null
or orthogonal space). This means, if one finger introduces an error, the other finger will also
amplify or reduce the error with an equal chance. Therefore, the two fingers do not indicate a
synergistic relationship toward the goal of reaching 40 N. Secondly, the data distribution can be
anisotropic and more aligned with the null space than the orthogonal space, !!""# > !$%# (Figure
2. Bottom B). In this case, if one finger makes an error in either direction, the other finger will
exert a force in the opposite direction that compensates for the deviation. Individual finger forces
might differ, but the total force will be preserved. This indicates that the co-variation of finger
forces is synergistic because the contribution of each finger is aligned with the goal of stabilizing
the total force. Finally, the third case of the possible data distribution reveals the opposite pattern
compared to the previous case. The co-variation of finger forces can be non-synergistic with the
data cloud predominately clustered along the force-destabilizing direction, !!""# < !$%# (Figure
2. Bottom C). If an error is introduced by one finger, it will not be mitigated by the other. Rather,
it is amplified in the direction that does not stabilize the total force.
These three cases from the simple finger pressing task demonstrate that the UCM
analysis can be useful in exploring different types of structure of variability in motor tasks. With
the criterion of synergy with respect to the goal, variability can be either non-synergistic (case 1),
synergistic (case 2), or anti-synergistic (case 3). Synergistic motor movements facilitate
compensatory behavior which stabilizes the task achievement. Non-synergistic motor
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movements do not compensate, but this might indicate that different kinds of motor strategies are
involved. For example, perturbing forces might have been applied to the motor elements or
multiple goals had to be reached along the way. Based on this hypothetical example, the next
section will provide another example of the UCM analysis that can be applied to speech
production. Given the task of producing a vowel, for example, how are the articulators organized
and structured? Do they reveal the preference of “good” variability over “bad” variability? These
are the questions that further extend from the simple force pressing task example.

Example 2: Vowel production task
As in the simple force stabilizing task, the directed and skilled motor movements can be
examined in the UCM analysis framework. Producing speech also requires directed and skilled
motor movements given that the articulators (e.g., the tongue and lips) generate goal-oriented
and coordinative movement patterns. Although the movement itself is constrained by the vocaltract shape and size, the movement has to be structured in a way to facilitate verbal
communication, rather than being disorganized and random. In this sense, variability in speech
production can be understood as a combination of task-irrelevant and task-relevant parts. This
can be explored in terms of speakers, segments and phonetic context, for example, in order to
understand what motor strategies are exploited by the articulatory system, and how “good” and
“bad” variability are distributed in different conditions.
This idea of applying the UCM analysis to speech production was first proposed by
Saltzman et al. (2006). The main rationale was that articulators are flexible at adapting when the
movement is perturbed. When the production of speech is mechanically perturbed at the
articulatory level, the readjustment of articulators occurs swiftly and automatically toward the
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goal of the speech task. Regardless of the nature of the goal either being articulatory or acoustics,
the compensatory behavior reveals that speech is generated by the goal-oriented articulatory
movements and is flexible enough to adapt to external constraints. Another rationale for the
UCM analysis of speech production was that the controlled variables in directed motor behaviors
are physically and functionally defined, which applies to speech too (e.g., vocal tract
constrictions). This implies that what is actively controlled during speech is not the low-level
muscles and skeletal structures. Rather, it is high-level and functional groupings of those lowlevel components.
Based on these rationales, a simple example for speech production can be constructed as
described in Saltzman et al. (2006). In a task of producing vowels, for example, articulators are
actively engaged in the shaping of the vocal tract, and the target acoustics are generated as a
result. If the scope of the current example is limited to the kinematics of articulators, the
articulatory positions of point-sources in attached to articulators in Cartesian coordinates can be
reduced to three components (3D elemental variables; namely, PC1, PC2 and PC3) using the
Principal Component Analysis or any other dimensional reduction methods (e.g., guided PCA,
non-negative matrix decomposition etc.). These articulatory data points are assumed to be
derived from electromagnetic articulometry (EMA) which often provides a finite set of point
sources that is a sparse sampling of articulatory movements from EMA sensors on the tongue or
lips. The corresponding acoustics can be similarly reduced to the first two formant frequencies
(F1, F2) in the units of Mel-frequency as outcome variables. Therefore, the vowel production
task can be described as a three-to-two mapping from articulation to acoustics. This mapping is
exemplified in the following visualization (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Articulation-to-acoustics mapping from the 3D PCA space (top), reconstructed midsagittal articulatory
configuration (bottom left) and the vowel formant space in F2-F1 (bottom right).

If a speaker produced a word heed a hundred times and both the articulatory and acoustic
data were collected simultaneously for this hypothetical example, the 3D articulatory PCA space
can be drawn with all tokens plotted in the same space (PCA-space plot in Figure 3). These
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reduced dimensions roughly indicate tongue height and backness although these can vary across
speakers. The three PCA variables can be used to reconstruct the articulatory point-source
trajectories in the original Cartesian space (Articulatory-space plot in Figure 3). The
corresponding formants are plotted in the F2-F1 space with reference formants plotted together
from the same speaker (Acoustic-space plot in Figure 3). Because computing the exact mapping
from articulatory coordinates to the formant frequencies is a non-trivial task, the mapping from
articulation (" ∈ ℝ& ) to acoustics (% ∈ ℝ' ) can be estimated using a simple 3-layered artificial
neural networks with parameters & having three weight matrices ' at each layer (i.e., & =
[' ( , ' ' , ' & ]). In addition, non-linear activation function ,(∙) can be implemented for the layer
output (Saltzman et al., 2006).
% = 0("; &)

(1)

= ' & ∙ ,3' ' ∙ ,(' ( ∙ ")4.

(2)

From the estimated forward mapping function 0, the Jacobian matrix 6 can be derived by
calculating the derivative of the output % with respect to the input ", which can be a set of
articulatory configurations in PCs to evaluate at (e.g., the average of all tokens).
6=

7%
7"

70 (" )
⎡ ( )*(
7")*(
= ⎢⎢
70 (" )
⎢ ' )*(
⎣ 7")*(

(3)
70( (")*' )
7")*'
70' (")*' )
7")*'

70( (")*& )
⎤
7")*& ⎥
70' (")*& )⎥
⎥
7")*& ⎦

Calculating the Jacobian matrix can be done in multiple ways using symbolic, numerical or
automatic differentiation methods, which can be chosen based on complexity of the problem or
the support from the programming packages. For convenience and stability, the automatic
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differentiation method implemented in TensorFlow was chosen (Abadi et al., 2015). The
Jacobian matrix is then used to get the null vector(s) based on the definition,
6 ∙ > = 0 (> ≠ 0).

(4)

The eigenvectors with non-zero singular values from the Singular Value Decomposition method
compose the null space > or the uncontrolled (UCM) bases (1D gray line in PCA space in Figure
3). The orthogonal or range space >+ indicates the controlled (CM) bases (2D gray-shaded ellipse
in PCA space in Figure 3). After projecting individual tokens into each space and divided by the
number of dimensions, the amount of “good” and “bad” variability per degree of freedom is
computed as follows.
ABC,-"./01/# = (" ∙ >) ∙ > 2

(5)

BC,-"./01/# = (" ∙ >+ ) ∙ >+2
'
'
!!""#
= (D − F)3( ∙ (G1-4%56 )3( ⋅ ∑ABC,-"./01/#

(6)

'
'
!$%#
= F 3( ⋅ (G1-%456 )3( ⋅ ∑BC,-"./01/#
'
∴ !!""# = K!!""#

'
!$%# = K!$%#
,

where D indicates the total dimension (3) and F indicates dimensions for the null space (2).
The final root-mean squared values of the projected variance, !!""# and !$%# , reveal how
much variability exists along the task-irrelevant and task-relevant directions, respectively. The
ratio of the !!""# to !$%# further indicate the relative proportion of the each, suggesting larger
!!""# than !$%# for values higher than one or smaller !!""# than !$%# for values lower than one.
As the ratio nears one, !!""# and !$%# become roughly equivalent. Similar to the finger force
pressing task, three possible interpretations can be hypothesized: !!""# = !$%# , !!""# > !$%#
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and !!""# < !$%# . If both quantities are roughly the same, deviations from articulators will be
amplified through the acoustics, indicating targets are missed half the time. The dominance of
!!""# indicates it will rather be compensated by the other articulators to stabilize the acoustics.
The lack of !!""# , or dominance of !$%# , means such formant-stabilizing compensation will not
occur, but different kind of strategies might appear that leads to unstable formants, possibly
indicating dynamicity of gestures. (e.g., rapid gestural movements which stabilize temporal
targets not the steady-state targets)
In sum, the UCM analysis is not limited to the limb movement; rather, it can be also
applied to investigate variability in speech production. As in the example of the finger force
pressing task and vowel production task, variability from the repeated motor behaviors can be
decomposed into task-irrelevant and task relevant parts, and their proportion will indicate
different possibilities for the relationship between the elemental variable and the outcome
variable. The UCM analysis in speech can be carried out with the same fundamentals described
above.
It is worth noting that the UCM analysis is not without limitations. To apply the UCM
analysis, the number of elemental variables must always be greater than the number of outcome
variables in order to make it many-to-few mappings. However, it is not always the case that
inputs have more dimensions than outputs. The input dimensions (e.g., the first three formant
frequencies) might be smaller than the output dimensions (e.g., the eight vowel categories) when
a simple vowel classifier is to be trained using linear or non-linear regression. In addition, if the
choice of scaling of the variables are not properly set, the result of the UCM analysis might be
sensitive to the choice of the coordinate system (Sternad et al., 2010). In addition, the forward
mapping from elemental variables to task variables is often unidirectional. As a result, in going
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from input to output variables, information is partially lost by design and thus inversion from a
given output variable to the full range of possible inputs is impossible. Several alternatives to the
UCM analysis have been proposed (Cusumano & Cesari, 2006; Müller & Sternad, 2004;
Sternad, 2018); however, these methods are also partly susceptible to these limitations.

Flow-based Invertible Neural Networks
One method in overcoming these limitations of the current UCM approach is to rely on
artificial neural-net based modeling techniques. Specifically, the recently proposed flow-based
invertible neural network framework (henceforth, FlowINN, based on Ardizzone et al., 2020;
Ardizzone, Kruse, et al., 2019; Ardizzone, Lüth, et al., 2019) has been tested for its possible
applicability in areas such as medical science (estimating the biological tissue properties from
the tumor status), astrophysics (estimating star clusters in interstellar gas clouds from
multispectral measurements), guided photo-realistic image synthesis and so forth (Ardizzone,
Kruse, et al., 2019; Ardizzone, Lüth, et al., 2019; Kruse et al., 2021). However, it has not been
applied to the modeling of speech production to date. The applicability of the FlowINN
framework to speech has also not been examined compared to the UCM analysis although
FlowINN has advantages over the UCM in terms of exploring and decomposing variability in
general.
The advantages of FlowINN can be enumerated as follows. First, within a single model,
both the forward mapping and the inverse mapping can be incorporated without having to
increase the complexity of the model. Simple linear or non-linear regression-based methods are
often not invertible without special treatments such as limiting the determinant of the Jacobian or
making the mapping deterministic, which is not always possible or desirable for many real-world
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applications. Second, the FlowINN framework does not require the dimensional mismatches
between the input and output variables. Instead of enforcing the dimensional mismatch, it allows
the model to learn the intrinsic dimensions in the data simply by padding both inputs and outputs
with zeros sufficiently and, thereby, increasing the model capacity without being limited to the
original data dimensions. Third, the task-irrelevant space or the null space can be directly
estimated from data as a latent space which is implemented in the model. Computing the null
space for the UCM requires finding solutions during the singular value decomposition
calculation, which is a method of decomposing variance from data (See Bishop, 2006, p.143).
However, FlowINN does not require this procedure; rather, the “null” space is learned iteratively
during the training process of the model. Potential approximation errors or complexity from
solving the equation can be minimized or prevented in this framework.

Normalizing Flow
FlowINN provides an alternative way to estimate the task-irrelevant space where “good”
variability can be uncovered. These advantages of the FlowINN framework come from the
technique called “normalizing flow”. The normalizing-flow technique is based on the idea of
estimating the probability density function N7 (") of a real-valued data " with a tractable chain of
transformations. Therefore, the flow of information during successive transformations is
normalized and the target distribution can be represented in a probabilistic and interpretable way,
which simple neural-network architecture based on multi-layer perceptron cannot provide.
The procedure for normalizing flow begins with the definition of a function 0 of mapping
an D-dimensional input vector, or a random variable O, to a P-dimensional output vector " as
0: ℝ8 ⟼ ℝ9 or " = 0(O). From this function 0, the Jacobian matrix 6 is defined as first-order
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partial derivatives of this functional mapping. The indices of S and T indicate the row and the
column of each element in 6 such that
:;!

⎡ :7!,!
64. = ⎢ ⋮
⎢ :;$
⎣:7$,!

⋯
⋱
⋯

:;!

:7!,# ⎤

⋮ ⎥.
⎥
:7$,# ⎦

(7)

:;$

While this Jacobian matrix quantifies the amount of change at the output given all the possible
changes at the input, the determinant of the Jacobian matrix indicates how much multiplication
by the function 0 expands or contracts the input space to the output space. Note that D and P
have to be equal in order to calculate the determinant of a matrix (or “det(⋅)” indicating
determinant of a matrix in the parenthesis; See Murphy, 2012). Also, this indicates whether the
Jacobian matrix is invertible or not; for example, it is not invertible if det(6) = 0, but otherwise
invertible if det(6) ≠ 0.
Next, the probability density N7 (") of the one-to-one function mapping " = 0(O) can be
computed with the random variable O when its probability density O ~ N< (O) is known using a
change-of-variables technique (Bogachev, 2007; Rudin, 2006). This technique provides a
mathematical way to estimate probability density function from a known density function. Given
the functional mapping " = 0(O) and its inverse O = 0 3( (") with a known O ~ N< (O), the
probability density N7 (") can be written as
:<

N7 (") = N< (O) \F>] ^:7_\ = N< 30 3( (")4 \F>] ^

:; %!
:7

_\.

(8)

Based on the change-of-variables technique as in (8), flow-based models utilize two crucial
properties that allow the process of normalizing flow to be efficient and simple. First, two
continuously differentiable and invertible functions, or transformations, 0( and 0' are also
differentiable and invertible when composed as (0( ∘ 0' )3( = 0' 3( ∘ 0( 3( . Second, the Jacobian
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determinant of this function composition can be rewritten as det36;! ∘ 6;& 4 = det ^6;& (0( )_ ∘
det36;! 4. Using these two properties, multiple complex functions can be constructed with a
combination of simpler functions, which is also differentiable and invertible.
For example, a sequence of transformations from a standard normal density to a crossshaped target density can be assumed as in Figure 4. The entire transformation sequence from the
leftmost to the rightmost target shape as in the 2-D plots can be expressed as a chain of
individual transformations, a = 0= ∘ 0& ∘ 0' ∘ 0( , where 04 transforms O43( to O4 , or O4 = 04 (O43( ),
thus O43( = 0 3( (O4 ) given that O> is the leftmost normal density and O= is the target density. The
developmental trajectory of samples from O> to O= forms a “flow”. The inverse of this flow
a 3( = 0( 3( ∘ 0' 3( ∘ 0& 3( ∘ 0= 3( “normalizes” N7 (") back to N< (O); therefore, this constructs a
normalizing-flow process.

Figure 4. Example of a simple flow-based model with a four-step flow construction from a standard normal
density (leftmost) to a cross-shaped target density (rightmost). Reprinted from Papamakarios et al (2019).

Figure 4 can be re-written with the log-transformation for simplicity:
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" = O=

(9)

= a(O) = 0= ∘ 0& ∘ 0' ∘ 0( (O> )
log N7 (") = log N<' (O= ) = log N<( (O& ) − log edet
= log N<& (O' ) − log edet

70=
e
7O&
70&
70=
e − log edet
e
7O'
7O&

=⋯
=

= log N<) (O> ) − f log edet
?@(

70?
e.
7O?3(

To train this flow-based model with the model parameter & and run inference on the data, the
method of Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence can be used to minimize the difference, or the loss
ℒ(&), between the target distribution N7∗ (") and the flow-based estimated distribution N7 ("); that
is, ℒ(&) = hBC |N7∗ (") ∥ N7 (")|, which can be simplified as the negative log-likelihood given the
(

dataset k with G samples, ℒ(&) = − D ∑D
7∈F log N(")(details of the mathematical proof in
Chapter 2 of Murphy, 2012).

Invertible Neural Networks
Based on the normalizing flow technique, several flow-based neural-network models
have been proposed and widely used (Behrmann et al., 2018; Dinh et al., 2016; Kingma &
Dhariwal, 2018; Papamakarios et al., 2017; Prenger et al., 2018). These models are based on the
normalizing-flow technique although they are not invertible neural networks. These flow-based
models have been found efficient and provide better results relative to non-flow-based
counterparts. Nevertheless, the flow model architecture tended to be used only as part of the
hidden layers in a larger model, not as a full model architecture itself (e.g., flow-based invertible
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neural networks). One of the first attempts to replace the entire model architecture as flow-based
layers to take the full advantage of the approach was from Ardizzone et al. (2019). The authors
constructed the reversible structure consisting of complementary affine coupling layers and used
them as building blocks for the neural-net models from mapping between inputs and outputs.
The mapping relations were not limited to regression problems. It could be extended to the
classifier-based models without compromising the model capacity.
Using the basic invertible neural-net model architecture from Ardizzone et al. (2019), the
exploration of “good” variability estimation in speech production can be envisioned as follows.
Given the two major parts of speech production, articulatory movements generating speech " ∈
ℝG and the resultant acoustic output % ∈ ℝH , the forward process % = 0(") describes how the
acoustics are generated by a particular articulatory configuration over time, while the inverse
process " = l(%) (where l = 0 3( ) represents the articulatory movements from the acoustics.
Due to the dimensional mismatch given the lack of deterministic relation, the input dimension h
is often bigger than the output dimension C in speech although recent studies suggest more
deterministic articulatory-acoustics relations than previously observed (Whalen et al., 2018).
Nonetheless, the inverse model does not provide a unique solution, and derivation of l(⋅) from
the forward model 0(⋅) is intractable.
To address this issue, a latent random variable O ∈ ℝB can be introduced which follows a
multi-variate standard normal distribution with m arbitrary dimensions. This reparametrizes both
the inverse and forward mapping model with neural network parameters & as
" = l(%, O; &) with O ~ N(O) = n(O; 0, oB ),

(10) Inverse mapping

[%, O] = p0I ("; &), 0< (O; &)q = 0("; &) = l3( ("; &).

(11) Forward mapping
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Note that the appended latent variable O captures information intrinsic to the model. Choosing a
standard Gaussian distribution as a prior for O does not pose limitations on learning (Hyvärinen
& Pajunen, 1999). Both forward and inverse mapping models (0, l) are represented by the
shared neural-net parameters in a single invertible model and can be jointly optimized for both
directions.
Specifically, the hidden layers of the invertible networks are constructed by stacking
blocks of affine coupling layers. Affine coupling layers represent the layer-wise transformation
from the previous to the next hidden layer by the scaling, shift and coupling operations. As
described in Dinh et al. (2014), the structure of general coupling layer can be expressed in the
following way. If " ∈ r and % ∈ s are data examples, o( and o' define the partition of the data
dimension h = |o( | + |o' | such that F = |o( | and P(⋅) on ℝ# can be used to further define % =
(%J! , %J& ) as
%J! = "J!

(12)

%J& = l ^"J& ; P3"J& 4_.
Given that o( = ⟦1, F⟧ and o' = ⟦F, h⟧, the Jacobian of this mapping becomes
o#
7%
= x7%J&
7"
7"J!

0
7%J& y.
7"J&

(13)

The o# is an identity matrix of size F and, accordingly, the determinant of the Jacobian is reduced
:I*

to :7 & and the inverse mapping can be simply written as
*&

%J! = "J!
%J& = l ^"J& ; P3"J& 4_.
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(14)

This defines a single hidden layer, or coupling layer, which is a building block of the invertible
neural network.
The simplest coupling layer architecture will be the additive coupling layer l(z; {) =
z + { so that the information flow at each layer is not lost; that is, volume-preserving
transformation (Dinh et al., 2014). The authors of the original INNs (Ardizzone, Kruse, et al.,
2019) used more complex coupling layer structure by having two complementary affine coupling
layers similar to RealNVP (Dinh et al., 2016). However, more complex layers require more
training time and it becomes harder to optimize than in the simpler layer structure. Also, the
number of features is smaller in speech (e.g., three to 12 sensors from EMA) than other
examples, such as image recognition, synthesis or medical applications (i.e., hundreds or
thousands of features). This led to the choice of using simpler coupling layers as building blocks
of the current INN implementation.
Using these affine coupling layers as building blocks, FlowINN models were constructed
as schematized in Figure 5. A single FlowINN model incorporates both forward and inverse
mapping between the input and output data. As the model becomes deeper with multiple blocks
of stacked layers, it also becomes more capable of learning better representation from data than
using the shallow layers. The final-layer output was partitioned to be the target dimensions % and
the latent dimensions O, respectively. The latent dimensions are introduced for the purpose of
capturing information that can be possibly lost when dimensions are reduced and then later for
reconstructing the input from the output inversely.
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(a) FlowINN model

(b) Stacked affine coupling layers

Figure 5. Schematization of the FlowINN model architecture (a) and the structure of the stacked affine coupling
layers (b). !(⋅) maps the forward relation between the inputs and outputs and % = ! +, inversely map the relation
between the two with the latent variable '. Both directional mappings operate in a single neural network
(parameters: () and multiple affine coupling layers ℎ- were used to build a deeper network structure. * and + are
not limited to articulatory or acoustic data. Phonetic categories (e.g., vowels) can be assigned too.

Two FlowINN models were considered: namely, articulation-acoustics FlowINN and
acoustics-category FlowINN. These models reflect the fact that speech production is composed
of articulatory movements in the vocal tract and corresponding acoustic output, which then can
be extended to the phonetic categories that has been intended by speakers. The first FlowINN
models the mapping between articulation and acoustics. For example, the articulatory
configurations extracted from EMA or ultrasound imaging can be used as inputs. A set of
formant frequencies or FFT spectra can be paired as acoustic output variables. This articulationacoustic mapping represents the physical process of speech sound generation without explicitly
specifying phonetic categories. The second FlowINN represents how acoustics are mapped to the
intended phonetic categories as well as the inverse direction. For example, acoustic cues such as
formant frequencies are encoded in the acoustic signal propagated through the air from the
speaker’s mouth. They need to be received and properly decoded on the listener’s side.
Therefore, acoustics-to-category mapping is an example of a classification task in that acoustic
inputs have to be classified into the correct classes or phonetic categories such as vowels or
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consonants. In this sense, this model is more linguistically oriented than the articulationacoustics FlowINN because the continuous acoustic cues are mapped to the discrete phonemic
categories in the acoustics-category FlowINN model.
Training these FlowINN models is done bidirectionally. This means that gradients are
accumulated from forward and inverse iterations before updating the model parameters. Three
loss terms were implemented, similarly to Ardizzone et al. (2019). First, for the forward
iteration, the predicted output %| = 0(") and the true % are compared and the deviation from % is
penalized with a loss defined as ℒI (%, %|). This loss was implemented as a mean-squared loss for
articulation-acoustics INN, but cross-entropy loss was used for acoustics-category INN, which is
an error function to minimize difference between two probability distributions and is often used
in classification problems (Bishop, 2006, p.209). The use of different loss specifications was
necessary for mapping to continuous rather than categorical relationships (i.e., regression vs.
classification). Secondly, the latent loss ℒ< (l(%, O), N(%)N(O)) was implemented; this minimizes
the mismatch between the joint distribution of the INN output l ^% = 0I ("), O = 0< (")_ =
N(")/|6I< | and the product of marginal distributions of the forward mapping N3% = 0(")4 =
N(")/|66 | and latent predictions N(O). The actual implementation was used by having a
Maximum Mean Discrepancy (MMD) measure as used by Ardizzone et al. (2019). When doing
so, the gradients of ℒ< with respect to % was blocked in order to maintain independence between
predictions of % and O. Lastly, an inverse prediction loss ℒ7 (", "|) was also implemented. This
loss was to ensure that the predicted "| does not deviate too much from the original input ". It
was also implemented by MMD (Ardizzone, Kruse, et al., 2019) . In sum, the total loss was the
sum of ℒ7 , ℒI and ℒ< and the weights of the INNs were adjusted iteratively to minimize this
quantity.
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As the FlowINN model is optimized, an interesting property arises from the latent space
spanned by O. By design, this latent space captures the information that could have been lost if
the mapping were neither bidirectional nor flow-based. That information turns out to reveal
flexibility or “good” variability at the input variables given the output. For example, if the
FlowINN were trained on data simulating a simple 2D inverse kinematics, the learned latent
space represents the range of variability of joint angles that is still reaching the target, which is
similar to the UCM space (See examples in Ardizzone et al. 2019). Therefore, the latent space
becomes equivalent to the UCM at least conceptually if the definition of the UCM is no longer
constrained to the null space of Jacobian only.
Two types of the UCM can be presupposed. Articulation-acoustics FlowINN can
represent the articulatory UCM given acoustics, while acoustics-category FlowINN can reveal
the acoustic UCM given the phonetic categories based on the learned latent space. The
articulatory UCM indicates various articulatory configurations that does not change the
acoustics. For example, different postures of the tongue, lips and the jaw can still be matched to
the same formant frequencies. This motor-equivalent behavior from the articulators can be
further examined in the acoustics. The acoustic UCM represents the acoustic or auditory
equivalence given the phonetic targets (e.g., vowel segments). A range of multidimensional
space in the acoustic domain can be thought of as the acoustic UCM, which demonstrates
perceptual flexibility (intelligibility range of speech).
The idea of two UCMs has been also examined by Szabados (2017) in French oral
vowels using the UCM method based on a 2D biomechanical model. Simulation results generally
suggested the flexibility and adaptability of speech motor control, but the focus of the Szabados’
study was on the precise biomechanical modeling on the muscle and reflex mechanisms involved
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in the tongue. The same UCM method was used in the study; however, the analysis was still
subject to the limitations of the method itself (e.g., absence of invertibility, necessity for
dimensional mismatch and lack of supports from real data). Thus, data-driven approaches like
FlowINN can be useful in the exploration of the UCM in speech because FlowINN is not subject
to the dimensional constraints and supports model invertibility.

Aims and Hypotheses
The next chapter (chapter 2) aims to test the hypothesis proposed Saltzman et al. (2006)
by investigating how variability from speech production can be decomposed into the taskirrelevant (UCM) and task-relevant (CM) part. Given that speech production is skilled action like
limb movement, variability from the articulatory action is not entirely random, but will be
structured into two orthogonal parts, preferably along the UCM or the “good” part. This is
because many studies on limb movements have demonstrated that motor elements (e.g., arms or
legs) are flexibly organized toward the motor goal and therefore, the “good” part prevails over
“bad” part of variability (Greve et al., 2017; Latash, 2019; Morrison et al., 2016; Scholz et al.,
2011). The method of constructing the forward mapping function from articulation to acoustics
as well as computing the null space from the Jacobian has been proposed by Saltzman et al.
(2006); however, both the variability decomposition and the structure of variability have not
been examined for the actual speech data, especially when the speech was produced at different
speaking rates.
Based on the Haskins IEEE rate comparison database (Tiede, 2017), this idea will be
investigated, first, by describing how the IEEE vowels are distributed and structured in
articulation and acoustics. The vowel token-to-token variability in both domains will be different
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as a function of speaking rate and the consonant context preceding vowels, which will be
expected to be vowel-specific. Because vowels will be reduced more at fast versus normal rate as
shown in the studies reviewed, the distribution of the vowel formant frequencies will change as a
function of rate. Accordingly, mid-sagittal articulatory configurations will demonstrate the rate
effect especially at fast rate with more retracted tongue shape compared to normal rate,
indicating vowel undershoot.
Next, rate-induced articulatory and acoustic changes will be examined based on the UCM
and CM decomposition of the vowel variability. With the same dataset, the articulatory
variability will be decomposed into the task-irrelevant or UCM part and task-relevant or CM
part. For doing so, the forward mapping function from articulation to acoustics will be
constructed based on Saltzman et al. (2006). The optimized forward mapping function per
speaker will then be used to compute the null space of the Jacobian for each vowel, which
represents UCM and its orthogonal part, CM. By projecting individual vowel tokens onto each of
the part, the amount of “good” and “bad” variability will be measured. The rate effect will be
expected from this measurement. More amount of “good” variability or UCM variability will be
illustrated at both rates, but more on normal than fast rate based on previous studies on ratedependent limb movements (Hansen et al., 2018; Scholz et al., 2011; Yen & Chang, 2010). Both
UCM and CM variability will end up being comparable if the rate effect has not been substantial
from the dataset or if the UCM method itself requires further adjustments to reflect the difference
between speech production and limb movement.
Chapter 3 follows a modeling approach on examining variability in speech with the aim
of developing a novel method of revealing the structure of variability, which builds upon the
UCM method. Specifically, the modeling method in this chapter will rely on the flow-based
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invertible neural network (FlowINN) originally proposed by Ardizzone et al. (2019) and apply
the same architecture to speech production, in order to explore two types of the UCM:
articulatory UCM and acoustics UCM. The articulatory UCM reveals flexibility of the
articulatory movement given acoustics, while the acoustic UCM indicates flexibility at the level
of acoustics that do not disrupt perceptual intelligibility. Will FlowINN be capable of modeling
variability in speech? Can it represent reasonably well both articulatory and acoustic UCM?
These questions will be explored in chapter 3.
To summarize, following hypotheses will be examined in this dissertation study.
•

Hypotheses for the UCM analysis (Chapter 2):
1. Vowel articulatory and acoustic variability will change as a function of speaking
rate. The rate effect is expected to interact with vowels and the preceding
consonant context before vowels.
2. The UCM and CM variability will change as a function of speaking rate. The
faster the rate becomes, CM variability will increase more than UCM variability,
consistent with the limb movement studies reviewed.

•

Hypotheses for the FlowINN modeling (Chapter 3):
1. The latent space from the trained articulatory-acoustics FlowINN model will
reveal “good” articulatory variability.
2. The latent space from the trained acoustics-category FlowINN model will reveal
the “good” acoustic variability.
3. Latent spaces will capture speaking-rate differences in articulation and acoustics
when separate FlowINN models were trained at the fast and normal rate,
respectively.
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Chapter 2. Vowel Variability and UCM analysis
This chapter focuses on the patterns of vowel variability and its UCM and CM
decomposition. Two analyses are included: vowel variability analysis and the UCM analysis.
The first analysis aims to explore how the acoustic and articulatory variability of vowels are
shaped by speaking rate. The UCM analysis further examines variability of the two types (UCM
and CM). This explains how task-irrelevant and task-relevant variability are structured in ratemodified speech (fast vs. normal rate). These analyses were carried out on the IEEE dataset.
Statistical analyses of the results are elaborated and discussed later.

Research Objectives
The main objective of this chapter is to examine the hypothesis (originally proposed by
Saltzman et al., 2006) that, like any skilled motor behavior, motor actions in the human vocal
tract are organized both functionally and abstractly towards the speech goal. These task-oriented
vocal-tract actions should promote stability and flexibility of the articulators (e.g., tongue and
lips) in terms of achieving this goal, indicating motor variability is not purely random, but
structured with respect to vocal-tract tasks. The use of the uncontrolled manifold method was
introduced to test this idea, although without using real speech. With the exception of the two
simulation studies (Schöner et al., 2008; Szabados & Perrier, 2016), the applicability as well as
limitations of the UCM analysis have not been addressed using real speech data to date.
To test the applicability of the UCM analysis on speech production data, the current
experiment has been designed to examine the following questions. First, what patterns of vowel
variability are exhibited by rate-modulated speech? Second, how does this variability reveal the
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uncontrolled and controlled manifolds of speech? These questions were summarized in two main
hypotheses (H1 and H2) as following.

H1: Vowel articulatory and acoustic variability will change as a function of speaking rate.
The aim of this hypothesis is to explore the characteristics of vowel variability itself as a
precursor to the UCM analysis. Speaking rate modulates speech production patterns both
acoustically and articulatorily. However, it is unclear how the elicited speech at two different
speaking rates shapes articulatory and acoustic variability in elicited speech when various vowels
and preceding consonant contexts are considered. In addition to speaking rate, vowel types and
context (i.e., Rate, Vowel and Context) will be also used together to analyze the IEEE data. It is
expected that both articulatory and acoustic token-to-token variability at normal and fast
speaking rates would differ; specifically, there will be more variability observed in the fast rate
and variability is predicted not be uniform across vowels either. The amount of variability will be
vowel-specific for the vowels /i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/, with higher variability at faster vs. normal rate although
the rate effect will be not the same across speakers (Ostry & Munhall, 1985; Tsao et al., 2006).
Finally, it is expected the preceding consonant context in terms of place of articulation (bilabial,
alveolar, velar) will also affect variability differentially at different speaking rates.

H2: The UCM and CM variability will change as a function of speaking rate.
Following the analysis of vowel variability, a UCM analysis will be conducted on the
same articulation-acoustics dataset. The focus of the analysis will be on the UCM and CM
decomposition and how variability along each component changes as a function of Rate in
addition to Vowel and Context. Variability along the UCM (henceforth, UCM variability) is
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expected to be higher for the normal rate than the fast rate. Conversely, the CM variability will
be lower for the normal than fast rate. This is based on the previous finding that movement speed
increase the CM variability (Scholz et al., 2011). Accordingly, the normalized ratio between the
UCM and CM variability (i.e., subtracting CM from UCM variability divided by total variance
from Latash, 2010) will be positive if more UCM variability is observed, with this ratio nearing
zero or negative when the UCM and CM are equivalent or more weighted along the CM than
UCM. It is predicted context effects will be significant and that context would interact with
speaking rate because the rate effect is not always symmetric across different segmental
environments (Lindblom, 1963; Moon & Lindblom, 1994). This interaction effect will be
investigated with respect to the UCM and CM variability.

Method
Data and preprocessing
The Haskins IEEE rate comparison database (Tiede, 2017) was used for the current
analysis. This database includes simultaneous articulatory and acoustic recordings from eight
native American English speakers (4 females, 4 males). The articulatory data were collected
using electromagnetic articulography (EMA; WAVE system, Northern Digital Inc.), where eight
sensors (sampled at 100 Hz) were attached to speakers’ articulators, plus an additional three used
for head movement correction. These were labeled based on the sensor location in vocal tract:
TR (Tongue Root), TB (Tongue Body), TT (Tongue Tip), UL (Upper Lip), LL (Lower Lip) and
JAW. The sensor movement data were aligned to the occlusal plane of each speaker for head
movement correction and they were centered on the upper incisor reference. Synchronous
acoustic data were recorded at a sampling rate of 44.1 kHz. Speakers read 720 phonetically
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balanced sentences, twice at a normal rate only for the first three blocks (there were a total of 12
blocks of 60 sentences) and once at a fast rate, providing various consonant contexts to examine
at both rates across speakers. Participants were instructed to repeat each sentence at their
preferred “normal” rate. Then, they were instructed to utter as quickly as possible without
making errors. Nine English vowels (/i, ɪ, ɛ, æ, ʌ, ɔ, ɑ, ʊ, u/) were selected for the purpose of
estimating the forward mapping functions. Among them, four front vowels (/i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/)
representing the front and vertical articulatory movement dimensions were analyzed. This was
due to the fact that the point-tracking systems such as EMA, limited to anterior oral cavity
attachment of sensors, are relatively better at capturing kinematic data in the front versus back
cavity (Whalen et al., 2018).
Data preprocessing steps included data normalization and dimension reduction. The
purpose of normalizing articulatory and acoustic data was to account for individual differences
as well as differences in the ranges of values and units (e.g., millimeters and Hertz). For
articulatory data, six midsagittally-attached sensors with two (posterior/anterior and
inferior/superior) coordinates per sensor were chosen (TR, TB, TT, UL, LL, Lip and JAW). A
total of twelve dimensions from the kinematic data (six sensors with x-y coordinates for each)
were Z-score normalized by speaker and then reduced to four components or factors using the
guided principal component analysis (Guided PCA; Chen et al., 2018; Whalen et al., 2018).
These factors roughly reflect the jaw, lips, and vertical and horizontal movements of the tongue;
coded as, JAW, LIPS, vTNG and hTNG.
For the acoustic data, the first three formant frequencies (F1, F2, F3) were chosen. They
were extracted by the Burg method of linear predictive coding (LPC) implemented on Praat
(Boersma, 2001) with 45 ms window size and 20 ms step size, Speaker-wise reference formants
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were additionally provided to ensure stability of the formant tracking. Formants were also
normalized by speaker using the same z-scoring method. For each vowel, both articulatory and
acoustic data were extracted at vowel mid-points, which were acoustically delimited with the use
of the Penn forced aligner (P2FA; Yuan & Liberman, 2008). Outliers were identified and
removed to reduce noise in the data (e.g., possible formant measurement errors). This data
normalization procedure generally followed the guidelines from Whalen et al. (2018). However,
it differed in these ways: articulatory data was preprocessed using Guided PCA not the standard
PCA; and the dimensional differences between articulatory and acoustic data were not
normalized to a unit norm because the main purpose of the current analysis was not comparing
variability between articulation and acoustics. Rather, the focus was to examine how the
speaking rate affects articulation and formant frequencies, respectively. In addition, the outliers
were identified and eliminated using the Isolation Forest method (Liu et al., 2008) because of its
robust performance on multi-modal datasets (Liu et al., 2012).

UCM analysis
For the UCM analysis, the forward mapping function was estimated using a feedforward
neural network with the backpropagation method (Rumelhart et al., 1985) from the preprocessed
articulatory and acoustic data. The estimation was performed for each speaker, taking the four
articulatory dimensions JAW, LIPS, vTNG, hTNG as inputs and three acoustic dimensions F1,
F2, F3 as outputs. The four articulatory factors were then reconstructed in sensor space to
investigate controlled and uncontrolled variability as follows. The remaining degree of freedom
(calculated by subtracting 3-D from 4-D) indicates the null space of the Jacobian of the estimated
forward mapping. Projecting the vowel data onto this one-dimensional null space reveals the
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task-irrelevant or UCM variability (!K*H ) that does not interfere with task achievement, while
the variance projected on the 3-D orthogonal space indicates variance that changes the voweltarget achievement, i.e., task-relevant or CM variability (!*H ).
From this, the following dependent measures were chosen:
1) UCM variability (!K*H )
2) CM variability (!*H ) and
3) the normalized ratio of the two, (!K*H − !*H )⁄~]zÄ !zÅSzDÇ>.
The first two measures represent the amount of variance projected to each manifold
divided by individual degrees of freedom. This amount indicates how much of each component
(UCM or CM) contributes to the overall variability of a given token, because this can be
represented as a linear combination of the two. In addition to these raw scores, the normalized
ratio between the two is also included, which has been called the Index of Synergy (IS) or the
Index of Motor Abundance (De Freitas et al., 2019; Latash, 2010; Yen & Chang, 2010). This
measure can be more useful than using the ratio between the two raw values because the
amplitude of the UCM and CM is normalized by the respective degrees of freedom as well as the
total variance in the IS measure; therefore, it is more appropriate for comparisons across
speakers or conditions than simply taking the UCM-CM ratio without any normalizing factor.

Statistical analysis
In analyzing vowel variability, the four factors representing jaw, lips, horizontal and
vertical tongue movements (i.e., JAW, LIPS, vTNG, hTNG) were chosen as dependent variables
for the articulatory data analysis. The three formant frequencies F1, F2 and F3 in Mel scale
normalized by speaker using the z-score normalization scheme including centering and scaling
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were dependent variables for the acoustic analysis. For each dependent variable, a linear mixedeffect (LME) model was established using the lme4 and lmerTest packages in R (Bates et al.,
2015; Kuznetsova et al., 2017). Fixed effects were included as Vowel (/i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/, coded as IY1,
IH1, EH1 and AE1), Rate (normal, fast) and Context, defined as places of articulation for
preceding consonants (bilabial, alveolar, velar), for acoustic and articulatory vowel variability
analyses, respectively. Random effects for speaker were also included to account for speakerwise differences. For the UCM analysis, three linear mixed-effect models were established for
the three dependent measures (!K*H , !*H and Index of Synergy). The same fixed effects in the
vowel variability analysis were used, including Vowel, Rate and Context. Random intercepts
were also added to the model for speaker-wise differences. Significance testing of the fixed
effects were done using a type III analysis of variance with Wald chi-square tests using the stats
package (R Core Team, 2018). Main effects as well as their interactions were examined per
model followed by pairwise post-hoc comparisons for each level using Tukey implemented in R
package emmeans (Lenth et al., 2020).

Results
Vowel duration
First, the pattern of vowel durations was examined, which was measured based on the
forced-aligned vowel segment intervals (P2FA; Yuan & Liberman, 2008). Overall, vowels were
shorter at fast versus normal rate (first columns in Figure 6 for female speakers and Figure 7 for
male speakers). Vowel quality also affected duration. For the normal rate, the mean duration
was longest for /i/ (134 ms, SD=47) which was followed by /æ/ (130 ms, SD=49), /ɛ/ (102 ms,
SD=43) and /ɪ/ (83 ms, SD=33) across female speakers. This pattern was also similar for male
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speakers: /i/ (136 ms, SD=51) was the longest and then /æ/ (134 ms, SD=53), /ɛ/ (94 ms, SD=42)
and then /ɪ/ (77 ms, SD=34). For the fast rate, vowels tended to be reduced by 36 to 26 percent in
duration compared to normal rate for females and 38 to 25 percent for males. /æ/ was the longest
for both female (96 ms, SD=35) and male speakers (91 ms, SD=33) at fast rate that was followed
by /i/ (female: 85 ms, SD=30; male: 83 ms, SD=31), /ɛ/ (female: 73 ms, SD=29; male: 64 ms,
SD=26) and /ɪ/ (female: 57 ms, SD=23; male: 61 ms, SD=24). This indicated that the rate effect
was vowel-specific with a reduction in duration on average 28.7 percent (SD=4.3) for female and
31.5 percent (SD=4.6) for male from normal to fast rate.

Vowel variability analysis
The rate effect was also found in vowel formant distributions. Individual vowel
categories in ellipses (the second columns in Figure 6 and Figure 7) generally shifted in the F1F2 space where low vowels tended to move up (F1 lowered), front vowels shifted back (F2
lowered) and back vowels were fronted (F2 increased). Nonetheless, this pattern was not uniform
across speakers; for example, vowel ellipses from speaker F04 shifted more toward high and
back overall compared to speaker M04 when the rate changed from normal to fast. The area of
vowel spaces also reduced in fast versus normal rate. When the vowel space area was computed
based on the polygons as in the third columns in Figure 6 and Figure 7 and normalized for each
speaker, the area shrank on average 13.7 percent (SD=5.73) from normal to fast rate. This
reduction of vowel space was observed across all speakers as was previously observed by
Johnson et al. (1993).
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Figure 6. Vowel duration and vowel spaces (ellipses and polygons) at two speaking rates (normal and fast) for
four female speakers (F1, F2, F3, F4). Four front vowels /i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/ were visualized in addition to two back vowels
/ɑ, u/ to estimate the entire vowel space for individual speakers.
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Figure 7. Vowel duration and vowel spaces (ellipses and polygons) at two speaking rates (normal and fast) for
four male speakers. for four male speakers (M01, M02, M03, M04). Four front vowels /i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/ were visualized
in addition to two back vowels /ɑ, u/ to estimate the entire vowel space for individual speakers.

Based on this observation, statistical analysis was carried out to investigate whether such
rate effect on formants was significant or not. A linear mixed-effect model for F1 showed that all
three fixed-effect predictors were significant (Rate: Ñ ' = 16.1, F0 = 1, N < .001; Vowel: Ñ ' =
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6225.6, F0 = 3, N < .001, Context: Ñ ' = 15.0, F0 = 2, N < .001; See Figure 8). This
indicated that F1 was affected by the fixed effects. Whether these effects were solely
independent or interacting with each other was tested. The interaction of three fixed effects was
significant (Rate x Context x Vowel: Ñ ' = 17.3, F0 = 6, N < .001), which suggested that not all
levels were significant. Post-hoc pairwise comparisons found that the effect was mostly
attributable to the lower vowels (EH1 in all contexts; AE1 in the bilabial and velar contexts only
with N < .001).
For the F2 LME model, the main effect for fixed-effect predictors was only significant
for Vowel (Ñ ' = 2163.7, F0 = 3, N < .001) and Rate (Ñ ' = 63.7, F0 = 1, N < .001), not
Context (Ñ ' = 0.07, F0 = 2, N = 0.14). Two-way interaction effects between Vowel and Rate
(Ñ ' = 27.5, F0 = 3, N < .001) and Vowel and Context (Ñ ' = 30.1, F0 = 6, N < .001) were
found to be significant as well. This effect was mostly salient for the high front vowel (IY1: ãå =
−0.15, çé = 0.03, O = −4.8, N < .0001) and mid front vowel (EH1: ãå = −0.10, çé = 0.01,
O = −7.2, N < .0001), with IY1 being more fronted and EH1 being more lowered at a normal
speaking rate (Figure 9).
The fixed-effect predictors were found all significant for Vowel (Ñ ' = 522.2, F0 = 3,
N < .001), Rate (Ñ ' = 29.2, F0 = 1, N < .001) and Context (Ñ ' = 7.87, F0 = 2, N < 0.05)
from the F3 LME model. There were significant two-way interactions between Vowel and Rate
(Ñ ' = 10.78, F0 = 3, N < 0.05) and Vowel and Context (Ñ ' = 12.93, F0 = 6, N < .05), which
was similar to F2. Based on Figure 10, the vowel effects were less noticeable overall, but mostly
significant for IY1 at bilabial (ãå = −0.12, çé = 0.02, O = −4.2, N < .0001) and alveolar (ãå =
−0.12, çé = 0.02, O = −6.2, N < .0001) context and for AE1 at bilabial (ãå = −0.06, çé =
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0.02, O = −2.9, N < .001), alveolar (ãå = −0.11, çé = 0.02, O = −4.6, N < .0001) and velar
(ãå = −0.08, çé = 0.03, O = −2.5, N < .05) context.

Figure 8. Mean and standard error bars for normalized F1 with pairwise comparisons (top panel) and all three
comparisons by Rate, Context and Vowel (bottom panel). Higher values indicate lower F1 frequencies.
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Figure 9. Mean and standard error bars for normalized F2 with pairwise comparisons (top panel) and all three
comparisons by Rate, Context and Vowel (bottom panel). Higher values indicate higher F2 frequencies.
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Figure 10. Mean and standard error bars for normalized F3 with pairwise comparisons (top panel) and all three
comparisons by Rate, Context and Vowel (bottom panel). Higher values indicate higher F3 frequencies.

For the articulatory variability analysis, factors were computed using the method of
Guided PCA for all eight speakers. The four articulatory factors (JAW, LIPS, vTNG, hTNG)
were reconstructed and visualized only for speaker F01 and M01, as an example, in Figure 11.
The positive increase along the JAW factor indicates the lowering the jaw. In the same way,
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increasing values along the LIPs factor shows lowering of the lower lips as in the first two
columns for F01 and M01. The vertical movement corresponding to the narrowing of the vocal
tract was shown as the result of decreasing values along the vTNG factor. The backing of the
tongue was illustrated by the increase in the positive direction along the hTNG factor. This
matching association between each factor and its movement provided better interpretability in
terms of articulatory dimensions than the regular PCA method which is also useful, but makes it
less interpretable for comparing multiple speakers.

Figure 11. The reconstructed articulatory factors (JAW: jaw factor, LIPS: lip factor, vTNG: vertical tongue
factor, hTNG: horizontal tongue factor) in a 2D midsagittal view for two speakers (F01, M01). The movement
along each component was simulated from -0.5 to 0.5 in increments of 0.25. The size of the circle corresponds to
this change. The same analysis was performed across all eight speakers, with similar results.

Based on these articulatory factors, a total of four LME models were made. Each of the
LME models included one of the four articulatory factors as the dependent variable and the same
three of the same fixed effects used as included in the acoustic analysis (i.e., Rate, Vowel,
Context). For the LME model for JAW factor, the main effects were all significant for Rate
(Ñ ' = 227.6, F0 = 1, N < .0001), Vowel (Ñ ' = 2012.4, F0 = 3, N < .001) and Context (Ñ ' =
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241.2, F0 = 2, N < .001). Due to the significance of interactions among these three factors
(Rate x Vowel x Context: Ñ ' = 13.3, F0 = 6, N < .05), pairwise comparisons for each level
were examined. The two low front vowels (EH1, AE1) were significant across all rates and
contexts (EH1: épãå q = 0.138 for N-F, N < .0001; AE1: épãåq = 0.147 for N-F, N < .0001),
indicating JAW was more substantially lowered at the normal rate versus fast rates across
contexts.
While the effects of JAW were significant for EH1 and AE1, not for IY1 and IH1, LIPS
were found to be significant across all levels for the three fixed-effect predictors (Rate x Vowel x
Context: Ñ ' = 23.8, F0 = 6, N < .001). Pairwise comparisons also showed that the Rate effect
was significant for all vowels and contexts, but the effect was larger for the lower vowels (EH1:
épãå q = 0.206 for N-F, N < .0001; AE1: épãå q = 0.1989 for N-F, N < .0001). Unlike JAW and
LIPS, which were involved in significant three-way interactions, the effects of the vertical and
horizontal tongue (vTNG, hTNG) were significant in their two-way interactions. vTNG was
found to be significant for Rate x Vowel (Ñ ' = 50.6, F0 = 3, N < .0001) and Context x Vowel
(Ñ ' = 97.7, F0 = 6, N < .0001). The pairwise comparisons indicated that the height of the
tongue for IH1, EH1 and AE1 (but not IY1) was significantly lowered in the normal versus fast
rate. Tongue height for IH1, EH1 and AE1 in the bilabial context was significantly lower than in
the alveolar and velar contexts, with less of an effect seen for IY1. Similar to vTNG, interaction
effects for hTNG were significant for Rate x Vowel (Ñ ' = 27, F0 = 3, N < .0001) and Context
x Vowel (Ñ ' = 50.9, F0 = 6, N < .0001).
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UCM analysis
The 1D UCM was computed based on the mean articulatory configuration at each vowel
(Figure 12). For the visualization purposes, only the three-dimensional articulatory space was
shown in the leftmost panel, which is represented by JAW, LIPS and vTNG factors for speaker
F01’s four front vowels. A straight line crosses the center of the data points in light blue. The
magnitude of the data projection onto this line indicates UCM variability. The orthogonal
projection is the CM variability (although this was not visualized in the figure). The mid-sagittal
sensor configurations were shown in the center panel, where the positions of each sensor
(tongue, jaw, lips) were colored in blue, green and red, respectively. These sensor locations were
reconstructed from the single blue point centering on the straight line in the articulatory space on
the left as an example. Estimated F1 and F2 were plotted as a blue circle with the actual acoustic
data points (light blue) in the rightmost panel. Additionally, all four articulatory factors were
illustrated for each pair, as seen in Figure 13. From this illustration, variability tended to become
larger from the high to low vowels possibly due to the greater bracing for high than low vowels
(Gick et al., 2017). Data distribution as well as its relationship to the 1D UCM line varied by
articulatory factors across vowels, indicating possible task-specific articulatory coordination.
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Figure 12. The articulatory space with the 1D UCM line and data points in light blue and the center point in
darker blue (leftmost); mid-sagittal configuration with the tongue, jaw and lips colored in blue, green and red
(center); and the acoustic space with data points in light blue and estimated formants (F1, F2) in darker blue
(rightmost). Four front vowels /i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/, coded as IY1, IH1, EH1 and AE1, are visualized in a top-to-bottom
order.
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Figure 13. Pairwise visualizations of articulatory factors (JAW, LIPS, vTNG, hTNG) for four vowels /i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/
(coded as IY1, IH1, EH1 and AE1) across speaking rate (N for normal in blue; F for fast in orange) for a speaker
F01.

This variability along the UCM and CM was further analyzed using linear mixed-effect
models for each measure: UCM, CM and Index of Synergy. The LME model for UCM indicated
that all three fixed-effect predictors were significant (Rate: Ñ ' = 55.3, F0 = 1, N < .0001,
Vowel: Ñ ' = 111.8, F0 = 3, N < .0001, Context: Ñ ' = 13.2, F0 = 2, N < .01) with the
estimates for N-F being negative, thus indicating more UCM variability in the fast versus normal
rate condition (Figure 14). The interaction between Vowel and Context was found to be
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significant (Ñ ' = 26.0, F0 = 6, N < .001). The pairwise comparisons showed that the UCM for
the velar context was significantly higher than for the bilabial and alveolar contexts for IY1
(épãåq = 0.072 for N-F, N < .05) and EH1 (épãå q = 0.077 for N-F, N < .0001).

Figure 14. Mean and standard error bars for the UCM variability (,./0 ) with pairwise comparisons (top panel)
and all three comparisons by Rate, Context and Vowel (bottom panel).

The CM variability was also significant across all predictors (Rate: Ñ ' = 58.9, F0 = 1,
N < .0001, Vowel: Ñ ' = 382.0, F0 = 3, N < .0001, Context: Ñ ' = 36.2, F0 = 2, N < .0001)
in addition to two-way (Rate x Vowel: Ñ ' = 37.5, F0 = 3, N < .0001; Rate x Context: Ñ ' =
20.5, F0 = 2, N < .0001; Context x Vowel: Ñ ' = 81.4, F0 = 6, N < .0001) and three-way
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interactions (Rate x Vowel x Context: Ñ ' = 19.1, F0 = 6, N < .01), shown in Figure 15. As in
the UCM, the estimates of CM variability tended to be higher at fast than normal rates across all
cases except for AE1 within the bilabial context (ãå = 0.03 for N-F, çé = 0.007, ë = −4.06,
N < .0001).

Figure 15. Mean and standard error bars for the CM variability (,/0 ) with pairwise comparisons (top panel) and
all three comparisons by Rate, Context and Vowel (bottom panel).

As a normalized ratio of the UCM to the CM, the Index of Synergy was examined using
an LME model as well. A significant main effect of fixed-effect predictors was only observed for
Vowel (Ñ ' = 34.1, F0 = 3, N < .001), with an interaction effect shown between Rate and
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Vowel (Ñ ' = 8.1, F0 = 3, N < .05). The Index of Synergy tended to be higher in the normal
versus fast rate for IY1 and EH1 and lower for IH1 and AE1. A significant difference was only
found for AE1 (ãå = −0.05 for N-F, çé = 0.02, ë = 2.83, N < .01) (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Mean and standard error bars for the Index of Synergy with pairwise comparisons (top panel) and all
three comparisons by Rate, Context and Vowel (bottom panel).
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Discussion of Results
H1: Vowel articulatory and acoustic variability will change as a function of speaking rate.
Results indicated that vowel mid-point token-to-token variability changed as a function
of speaking rate in the IEEE dataset. Acoustically, F1 was lower more for vowels /ɛ, æ/ at fast
versus normal rate, but not substantially lower for vowels /i, ɪ/. This rate effect was also shown
across contexts. Overall, the preceding consonants grouped by place of articulation (bilabial,
alveolar, velar) affected F1 similarly at different rates. The interaction effect of Context with
Vowel and Rate further showed that F1 tended to be lower for vowels /ɛ, æ/ while slightly higher
for /i/ across most contexts at fast rate, possibly indicating vowel reduction was bidirectional.
That is, both the lowering of the high vowels and raising of the mid/low vowels occurred as a
result of the quickened rate, which consequently reduced the vowel space. The result of F2 also
indicated the vowel-specific and context-general effect of different speaking rates. The front
vowels /i, ɪ, æ/, except for /ɛ/, were reduced more at fast than normal rate, indicated by the
decreased F2. Among these vowels, the high front vowel /i/ was the most differentiated by the
two different speaking rates, which demonstrated the high-front vowels might be more
susceptible to F2 reduction than mid-low vowels at fast rate although this effect might be
speaker-specific (e.g., not much change in M04).
These acoustic effects of speaking rate changes align with previous studies. F1 and F2
patterns observed were consistent with the increased speaking rate (Lindblom, 1963; Moon &
Lindblom, 1994; Weismer & Berry, 2003). However, the context effect was overall not as
substantial as previously reported. This might be because the current analysis was only focused
on the steady-state vowel mid points, not taking the entire formant trajectories into account.
However, the current variability analysis aimed to describe vowel target characteristics rather
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than examining the formant dynamics. Despite the limited scope of the analysis, the effect of
speaking rate changes was still existent and the undershoot was acoustically manifested as vowel
and speaker specific in the IEEE vowels.
These acoustic effects of speaking rate were then investigated based on the corresponding
articulation. The acoustic vowel reduction was roughly translated to the articulatory variability
factored by JAW, LIPS, vTNG and hTNG. Specifically, the jaw movement as well as the vertical
and horizontal tongue movement were shown to be largely affected by the rate changes. They
were significantly reduced at fast rate especially for /ɛ, æ/, which was the possible cause for the
acoustic vowel reduction for those vowels. In addition, the context effect was more noticeable in
the articulation than acoustics. There was a tendency for vowels to reduce more when following
bilabial and velar consonants than alveolar (especially for /æ/). This might have been related to a
physiological reason that both bilabial and velar consonants were less constrained to the lower
jaw compared to consonants with alveolar place of articulation.
Overall, the acoustic and articulatory results indicated that variability from the ratemodulated speech is not completely random. Both articulation and acoustics are vowel-task
specific and flexible, adjusting to speaking-rate changes. More significant results from
articulation than acoustics in the rate-modulated vowel productions seemed to imply that
articulatory efforts, or synergy, might have been employed to stabilize acoustic output (Berry,
2002; Maeda, 1991; Stevens, 1989). However, the apparent acoustic variability rather than
stability at both rates in the IEEE vowels does not strongly support this interpretation. Further
examination on articulatory-acoustic relations might be required to validate this idea.
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H2: The UCM and CM variability will change as a function of speaking rate.
The projected variance of individual vowel tokens onto the UCM and CM demonstrated
the substantial amount of both UCM and CM variability at a faster speaking rate. The magnitude
of UCM variability was generally higher for the four front vowels at fast rate, but more for the
mid and low vowels /ɛ, æ/ than high vowels /i, ɪ/, reflecting more acoustic variability for /ɛ, æ/ in
the vowel variability analysis. The context effect interacted with rate in a way that the preceding
velar context was associated with higher UCM variability than other preceding consonants
especially at the fast rate. The CM variability also corresponded similarly with the pattern of
UCM variability. The rate difference was significant, showing more CM variability at the fast
versus normal rate although there was not a clear high or mid and low vowel difference at
different speaking rates.
When the total variance was taken into account by computing the Index of Synergy (a
normalized ratio between the two), most vowels illustrated negative values for the Index of
Synergy. This was because the overall magnitude of CM variability was higher than UCM
variability for most cases except for the high front vowel as shown in the separate UCM and CM
variability analysis. Furthermore, the rate effect was mostly dissipated after the ratio between
UCM and CM was calculated and normalized by respective degrees of freedom and the total
variance. Only /i, ɛ/ illustrated a tendency of the positive IS at normal rate while the rest was all
negative. The context effect was not significant, but generally positive for bilabial and velar at
the normal rate for /i/ only.
This negative Index of Synergy as well as the lack of the rate effect indicated that there is
a motor strategy in the current dataset that is possibly less of a goal equivalence (here “goal” is
articulatory given the articulatory-acoustic mapping in the UCM analysis), and more of a non-
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goal equivalence (or task relevance) across non-high vowels (i.e., “negative synergy” according
to Latash, 2008), which was different from initially expected. The expectation was the
abundance of UCM variability and the positive IS scores (or “positive synergy”) across all
vowel productions when the articulatory movement was less perturbed (i.e., normal versus fast
rate) based on the UCM hypothesis (Latash et al., 2007; Scholz et al., 2007; Scholz & Schöner,
1999). The current UCM analysis illustrated somewhat orthogonal pattern to this assumption.
This unpredicted result does not mean that vowels from our IEEE corpus were uttered
with outright errors or with tightly controlled articulation with no flexibility. Rather, it reveals
that the articulatory gestures generating these vowels were highly dynamic and flexible, but the
current UCM methodology was not able to capture this aspect because the methodology itself is
specialized in analyzing the limbic and bodily movements, which is similar, but not always
applicable for analyzing the speech motor system (Kent, 2004). There is also a possibility that
the “fast” rate might have still been within the bounds of “good” variability, which allowed for a
certain degree of flexibility in articulation while acoustic outputs remained relatively stable and
did not critically change the vowel percept. Additionally, if the speech motor system is optimized
for the rapid rate and precision, it could be possible that the habitual normal and fast rate were
not much differentiated, but could be much clearer between normal and slow rate although slow
rate might introduce experimental issues such as hyper-articulation (Adams et al., 1993; Shaiman
et al., 1997). The rate differences could be more apparent even before the vowel targets were
reached and, therefore, it might have been more noticeable during the articulation of preceding
consonants or near the vowel onsets (Gay, 1978). Because the formant frequencies could not be
reliably tracked at preceding consonants, which was required for the UCM analysis, this
possibility was not investigated further, but left for the future analysis.
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Vowel targets and the UCM
The existence of “negative synergy” in IEEE vowels brings up questions regarding the
nature of vowel targets and the limitations of the UCM approach in speech analysis. Given the
naturalness of both normal and fast speech, should the vowel targets be a region rather than a
single point in the analysis of UCM? This question was raised because the two speaking
conditions (“normal” and “fast”) from the dataset were based on each speaker’s pace of speaking
without applying any external time constraints or perturbations to articulators. The faster
speaking rate, then, generated natural speech and was relatively acceptable rather than being
excessively errorful. If region versus point targets were assumed for each vowel (Guenther,
1995b; Hasegawa-Johnson et al., 2003), the synergy structure might have been more positive
toward the regional targets at various speaking rates.
Furthermore, the lack of the rate effect demonstrates that even though midpoints of
vowels reveal vowel target characteristics, they are not sufficient to fully describe vowels given
that vowels are “gestures” (Gay, 1978; Strange, 1987) rather than having fixed-point targets as in
reaching. The information of vowel identities is specified in the spatio-temporal structure of the
entire signal including preceding and following contexts of vowels. The rate effect can be
therefore spread over the wider stretches rather than solely specified at vowel’s steady states.
The regional and dynamical aspects of vowels are crucial in specifying “targets”. However, the
current implementation of the UCM analysis applied on IEEE vowels was not capable of
incorporating these aspects into its computation. This is because identifying articulatory and
acoustic trajectories for vowels is methodologically challenging and dynamical parameters (e.g.,
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damping and stiffness coefficients when second-order dynamic systems are considered from
EMA sensors) have to be estimated for the forward mapping first even before the UCM analysis.
The original proposal of using the UCM analysis on speech (Saltzman et al., 2006) seems
not optimal given these limitations. Nevertheless, this does not mean that examining the
uncontrolled manifolds in speech is not possible or wrong. Rather, it would require
methodological modifications to the UCM analysis so that the concept of region targets or
dynamicity of vowels can be included (e.g., including regions beyond vowels to include
constriction dynamics; using trajectory mixture density networks from Mitra et al., 2010) and the
variability captured in a more interpretable way using forward-backward mapping models (e.g.,
flow-based invertible neural networks based on Ardizzone et al., 2019). The following chapter
examines the latter part of this variability modeling method, which focuses on directly capturing
uncontrolled manifolds in speech by skipping the null-space computation and using invertible
forward mapping models. This modeling approach does not entirely solve or fix the limitations
of the current UCM analysis, but it provides a perspective on how to model the UCM variability
in a data-driven and probabilistic way.
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Chapter 3. Modeling Vowel Variability using Invertible Neural Networks
Exploring the uncontrolled manifold and its orthogonal manifold provides a useful way
of examining the structure of motor variability including speech. However, speech production
makes clear a problem UCM analysis has in terms of defining the motor space as well as the
goal. Due to the substantial interdependence between articulators, it can be challenging to define
an orthogonal motor space for speech, which is a basis for the UCM and CM decomposition
(Latash et al., 2007; Scholz & Schöner, 1999, 2014). Extracting major components or
independent factors that are aligned with variance in the data can be one way to construct
orthogonal space, as was shown in the previous chapter using the guided principal component
analysis. However, defining goals of speech can be much more difficult because the current
method of deriving the UCM and CM is solely based on a single target (e.g., an averaged data
point) from the entire data (e.g., vowel tokens). The possibility of non-point target characteristics
is therefore not considered. Examining the motor space inversely from the targets is also limited
in the current implementation of the UCM method although investigating motor equivalence
requires direct estimation of articulation from acoustics.
One of the approaches to mitigate these limitations of the UCM methodology and to
model variability in speech is to use the invertible neural networks with the normalizing-flow
technique (henceforth, FlowINN, based on Ardizzone et al. 2019). Unlike the forward-only
mapping model used in the UCM method, forward and backward mapping between inputs and
outputs of a system can be done from the same data within the FlowINN model. It allows the
model to incorporate the distributional target characteristics in speech and explore the
relationship between articulation and acoustics in both directions which is not conceivable within
the current UCM method. Furthermore, the applicability of FlowINN on the modeling of speech
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production data has not been tested yet. Previous studies focused mostly on the image-related
applications (Dinh et al., 2016; Ho et al., 2019; Kingma & Dhariwal, 2018), but not specifically
for speech production. Will FlowINN then be able to model forward-backward mapping
simultaneously and provide better interpretability for the UCM in speech? Can it be extended to
include phone information when it is available from the forced aligned labels, in addition to
articulation and acoustics, to shed light on the production-category link eventually? If so, how
does the speaking rate affect the relationship between articulation and acoustics for a segment?
These possibilities are summarized in the following three hypotheses labeled as H1, H2 and H3.

Research Questions
H1: The latent space from the trained articulatory-acoustics FlowINN model will reveal
“good” articulatory variability (i.e., articulatory UCM).
Articulatory UCM will be defined as how much freedom of movement motor elements
(i.e., articulators) have given the task achievement in the acoustic space. For example, when
changes in the articulation represented by EMA sensor coordinates do not change acoustics in
formant space, this articulatory variability is considered “good”. This definition corresponds to
the UCM from the previous chapter, which involved the process of computing the null space of
the Jacobian of the forward mapping model from articulation to acoustics. Instead, the FlowINN
model (i.e., Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN) will be used to estimate the null space, where
“good” or task-irrelevant variability can be modeled, directly from data without using the
analytic or numerical method for Jacobian derivatives that can be subject to approximation error.
The dimensions of the latent space (equivalent to the null space or UCM) in FlowINN can be
customizable so that the dimensional mismatch between input and output space is not strictly
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required. With more freedom and flexibility in modeling, FlowINN can replace the simple feedforward neural-network architecture demonstrated in the previous chapter and can be tested for
the accuracy of the bidirectional articulation-to-acoustics mapping based on the IEEE dataset. In
addition, the inverse prediction from acoustics to articulation can be evaluated. Comparable or
higher accuracy for both forward-backward model predictions will indicate the applicability of
FlowINN in place of forward-mapping only models (e.g., linear regression or feed-forward
neural networks). The latent space from the learned FlowINN model will be investigated whether
it represents the articulatory UCM by sampling and reconstructing articulation from acoustics
inversely.

H2: The latent space from the trained acoustics-category FlowINN model will reveal the
“good” acoustic variability (i.e., acoustic UCM).
Articulatory UCM reveals the amount of “good” or task-irrelevant variability in
articulatory space given acoustics. However, the acoustic UCM indicates the “good” acoustic
variability given the segments, which connects discrete linguistic properties (e.g., vowel
categories) to continuous acoustic signals (e.g., formant frequencies) in its mapping. This
acoustics-to-category mapping (i.e., Acoustics-Category FlowINN) differs from articulation-toacoustics mapping in that the former represents linguistic process of speech (e.g., planning and
cognitive processes) while the latter illustrates physical process of how speech is produced;
although this assumption might be debatable from a “direct realism” perspective (Fowler, 1986),
that debate is beyond the scope of the current study. Given that speech involves both physical
and linguistic processes, both articulatory and acoustic UCM need to be examined together to
fully describe speech production. In particular, the idea of including segments builds upon what
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Saltzman et al. (2006) originally postulated in terms of task space construction in speech (i.e.,
“constriction-based” versus “acoustics-based”) to a “segment-based” task space. Having the
categorical probability distribution as characterizing vowel task space will be explored, which
can later be combined with the articulatory UCM, connecting vowel phonemes, acoustics and
articulatory signal all together.
In terms of modeling capacity, the use of conventional feed-forward neural-net models
alone cannot effectively model the acoustic UCM. Using a logistic regression or individual
neural-net classifier for each segment can be presumed to be workable, but they might be prone
to over-generalization to a particular set of vowels and less representable than having a unified
model that can model the target properties all together. The dimensional mismatches in inputs
and outputs are also required in these methods, but the number of vowel categories can often
exceed the number of formant frequencies, which make the logistic regression or simple neuralnet classifier impractical for modeling. The forward-mapping only models are also not effective
when it comes to exploring the acoustic UCM because it is almost impossible to examine the
acoustic UCM directly from the categorical target space without the output-to-input invertibility.
For these reasons, it is expected that FlowINN, if applicable, can be useful for mapping between
formant frequencies and vowel categories, for the purpose of exploring the acoustic UCM of
vowels from the IEEE dataset.

H3: The latent spaces will represent speaking-rate differences in articulation and acoustics
when separate FlowINN models were trained at the fast and normal rate, respectively.
The effect of speaking rate involves changes in articulation and acoustics together. In
quickened speech, the range of movement as well as its amplitude tends to decrease in
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articulation making it deviating from the habitual rate and negatively impacting on the spatial
precision. As a result, the acoustic space tends to shift and overlap with neighboring categories,
reflecting vowel reduction and target undershoot. It will be tested if FlowINN is capable of
capturing these rate-dependent articulatory and acoustic changes. For doing so, the FlowINN
model will be trained using the IEEE vowels at normal and fast rate separately. It will be
possible to observe how the articulatory and acoustic UCM change as a function of rate and the
distributional characteristics that will arise (e.g., expansion or shrinking of the sampling result
from the model) when FlowINN is sufficiently trained and optimized. Furthermore, different
vowel categories (e.g., /i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/) will be expected to exhibit different rate-dependent changes as
shown in the previous vowel variability analysis.

Method
Data preprocessing
To examine these research questions, the Haskins IEEE rate comparison database was
used (Tiede, 2017). The preprocessing procedures were the same as described in the previous
chapter. Simultaneous articulatory and acoustic recordings were considered for all eight speakers
for modeling. Articulatory data was processed based on the eight sensors and four principal
components or factors were extracted from them as JAW, LIPS, vTNG and hTNG using guided
principal component analysis. Corresponding acoustic data was chosen as the first three formant
frequencies (F1, F2, F3) in Mel scale and these values were normalized by speaker using the zscore normalization scheme, which included centering and scaling. Only vowel mid-point data,
which were acoustically delimited, were considered for both acoustics and articulation.
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Modeling and Training
Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN model
To build a probabilistic “flow” of the input-to-output mapping, first, articulatory data
were defined as a four-dimensional feature vector, " ∈ ℝ= , representing the four factors JAW,
LIPS, vTNG and hTNG. The matched acoustic vector was selected having three dimensions, % ∈
ℝ& , each corresponding to the normalized F1, F2 and F3. The bidirectional mapping function a
had be defined to construct the flow from articulation " to acoustics %, where a was defined as a
successive composition of affine coupling layer functions 0 as a = 0L ∘ 0= ∘ 0& ∘ 0' ∘ 0( for 5
layers with a scaling layer at the end for data transformation and scaling. The choice of 5 layers
was based on Dinh et al. (2014), but can be further explored in future studies. The latent space O
was appended to the acoustic vector % to build these layers. The dimensions for O were set to two
for the interpretability purposes because smaller dimensions are more intuitive and easier for
visual inspection than having larger dimensions which could be sparse or less interpretable.
Next, the model capacity was increased by allowing empty dimensions both at input and output
vectors. These added empty dimensions only behave as placeholders which do not affect the
performance of the trained model (Ardizzone, Kruse, et al., 2019). After setting the final
dimensions as six, the leftover dimensions (two for " and one for %) were padded with zeros
accordingly. Lastly, the affine coupling layer was constructed following Dinh et al. (2014). As an
example of such coupling layers, the additive affine layers were used because the layer structure
is relatively simple and layers were designed to perform volume-preserving transformations,
which promotes easy and simple input-output invertibility. Finally, a total of five additive
coupling layers were included in the Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN model. The model
parameters were summarized in Table 1.
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Table 1 Number of parameters used in the training of Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN model. There were
five additive affine coupling layers in addition to the final scaling layer for adjusting the output values.
Total of 4,911 parameters were included in the FlowINN model with 30 non-trainable parameters which
were constants used to save the state of each layer.

Layer (type)
Layer1 (AdditiveAffineLayer)
Layer2 (AdditiveAffineLayer)
Layer3 (AdditiveAffineLayer)
Layer4 (AdditiveAffineLayer)
Layer5 (AdditiveAffineLayer)
ScaleLayer (Scale)
Total parameters: 4,911
Trainable parameters: 4,881
Non-trainable parameters: 30

Output Shape
(6, 6)
(6, 6)
(6, 6)
(6, 6)
(6, 6)
(6, 6)

Number of Parameters
981
981
981
981
981
6

The training of the Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN model involved optimizing three
objective functions. First, the forward direction loss íI from articulation to acoustics was
calculated by taking the mean squared error, which penalizes the deviation between the
predictions %| and the ground-truth acoustic outputs %. Next, the loss for the latent space í< was
implemented to facilitate the model to learn the desired normal distribution and encode
information independently from %. For this purpose, a method of Maximum Mean Discrepancy
for comparing two probability distributions was used (Gretton et al., 2012). Lastly, the
reconstruction loss í7 was implemented as the mean squared error same as íI because the use of
this additional loss improved the speed of convergence and refining the model predictions
without detriment to the other two losses. Using these three loss functions, the FlowINN model
was trained on 90 percent of the data and tested on the rest (randomly-selected 10 percent),
which was set aside for the validation purpose only. The original code implementation was
provided by the authors (Ardizzone, Kruse, et al., 2019), adjusted for the IEEE dataset and easier
customization such that the modeling and training code were re-implemented using TensorFlow
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(GoogleResearch, 2015). Using the customized code, FlowINN models were constructed and
optimized for individual speakers at normal and fast rate. The model architecture is visualized in
Figure 17.

Figure 17. Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN model architecture. The articulatory factors * were mapped to the
acoustics output + with two-dimensional latent variables ' (forward mapping) and then reconstructed to the
original articulatory factors (backward/inverse mapping). The empty dimensions marked by dotted circles were
padded at the end of each dimension with zeros.

Acoustics-Category FlowINN model
The input-to-output flow for the Acoustics-Category FlowINN model was similarly
designed the following differences: The acoustics data represented by formant frequencies (F1,
F2, F3) was defined as a three-dimensional feature vector " ∈ ℝ& . The corresponding vowel
categories were constructed as a nine-dimensional vector % ∈ ℝM , based on nine representative
vowels (/i, ɪ, ɛ, æ, ʌ, ɔ, ɑ, ʊ, u/ taken from Whalen et al., 2018), encoded with a one-hot coding
scheme where the target was marked one and zeros elsewhere (also known as a “dummy coding”
in Weisberg, 2014). Because the output dimensions exceed the input dimensions (9 > 3), there
was no null space of the Jacobian in the feed-forward mappings (e.g., linear regression or
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multilayer perceptron) and, therefore, the UCM could not be computed. This was avoided by
explicitly adding the latent space O (here, two-dimensional) to each input and output, which was
then matched to a total dimension of 12 with padded zeros at the end of each dimension (Figure
18) with a total of 12,162 model parameters (Table 2). The choice of the total dimension can be
arbitrary, but it was implemented this way to minimize the empty dimensions because additional
padded zeros were not useful in optimizing the loss during the model training. While the five
coupling layers were used for Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN, this was reduced to three with a
scaling layer because the model converged quicker with better accuracy with fewer layers.

Figure 18. Acoustics-Category FlowINN model architecture. The acoustics inputs * were mapped to the vowelcategory outputs + with two-dimensional latent variables ' (forward mapping) and then reconstructed to the
original acoustics inputs (backward/inverse mapping). The empty dimensions marked by dotted circles were
padded at the end to each dimension.
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Table 2 Number of parameters used in the training of Acoustics-Category FlowINN model. There were
three additive affine coupling layers in addition to the final scaling layer for adjusting the output values.
Total of 12,162 parameters were included in the FlowINN model with 36 non-trainable parameters which
were constants used to save the state of each layer.

Layer (type)
Layer1 (AdditiveAffineLayer)
Layer2 (AdditiveAffineLayer)
Layer3 (AdditiveAffineLayer)
ScaleLayer (Scale)
Total parameters: 12,162
Trainable parameters: 12,126
Non-trainable parameters: 36

Output Shape
(12, 12)
(12, 12)
(12, 12)
(12, 12)

Number of Parameters
4050
4050
4050
12

Training the Acoustics-Category FlowINN model also had three objective functions to
optimize. First, the loss íI for the acoustics-category mapping function was calculated as the
mean-squared-error loss, which encouraged the model to make category predictions as close as
possible to the ground-truth categories. The second loss í< was implemented for the latent space
so that the model learns the desired normal distribution as the UCM and encode information
independently from %, which was the same as the training of the Articulation-Acoustics
FlowINN. Finally, the loss í7 for the predicted acoustics given the ground-truth acoustics was
implemented because this additional loss was known to improve the quality of the inverse
mapping as in the original implementation of invertible neural networks (Ardizzone, Kruse, et
al., 2019). These loss functions were optimized based on the 90 percent of data while the rest (10
percent) was used for validation only.
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Results
Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN
The Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN models were trained per speaker at two different
rates. Therefore, there were two FlowINN models for each speaker, rendering a total of 16
models that were constructed, which were optimized based on the forward, backward and latent
loss functions. The forward loss, representing the precision of the predicted output, was on
average 0.33 (SD=0.03) for training data and 0.35 (SD=0.04) for test data, measured by the root
mean-squared error (RMSE). When separated by speaking rate, the model performed a slightly
better (mean=0.343, SD=0.047) at normal rate than fast rate (mean=0.356, SD=0.042) although
there were minute speaker-wise differences across rates in the range of 0.3 to 0.4 (Figure 19a).
The forward loss was also examined by comparing with two different models: linear
regression (LR) and feed-forward artificial neural network (ANN) (Figure 19b). Overall, nonlinear methods (ANN and FlowINN) were better than a linear regression. The average RMSE for
LR was 0.395 (SD=0.03) for training data and 0.397 (SD=0.04) for test data at the normal rate
and 0.452 (SD=0.03) for training data and 0.454 for test data (SD=0.05) at the fast rate.
However, ANN performed better on average than LR. The average RMSE for ANN at the
normal rate was 0.279 (SD=0.03) for training data and 0.301 (SD=0.05) for test data and it was
0.308 (SD=0.03) for training data and 0.324 (SD=0.03) for test data at the fast rate. The average
RMSE for FlowINN was 0.33 (SD=0.33) for training and 0.34 (SD=0.04) for testing at the
normal rate and 0.348 (SD=0.03) for training and 0.356 (SD=0.04) for testing at the fast rate,
which indicated slightly higher RMSE than ANN. It was still better than LR, but generally on par
with ANN.
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The backward loss was also computed (Figure 19c). This loss indicated how much
deviation exists when the input data was reconstructed by the FlowINN model and then
compared to the ground truth, which was measured by RMSE. Because forward mapping models
based on LR and ANN did not have the capacity for reconstructing the input data for this
comparison, it was only calculated for FlowINN which supports bidirectional mapping as a part
of its model architecture. The RMSE for models trained on normal-rate data was higher than the
models trained on fast-rate data. For the normal rate, the average RMSE was 8.23e-8 (SD=4.84e9) for training data and 8.52e-8 (SD=5.63e-9 for test data. It was 6.53e-8 (SD=7.23e-9) for
training data and 6.7e-8 (SD=6.62e-9) for test data for the fast rate across speakers. This
extremely small scale for RMSE indicated that the result for the input-data reconstruction was
much more precise and reliable than the result for the forward mapping.
Lastly, the latent loss was optimized using MMD, which facilitated the model’s learning
of the standard normal Gaussian for the latent space as well as the model’s keeping the latent
prediction independent from output predictions. Although the unit for the loss was arbitrary, the
final latent loss on average was 0.734 (SD=0.08) for training and 3.56 (SD=0.4) for testing at the
normal rate. For the fast rate, it was 0.772 (SD=0.115) for training and 2.82 (SD=0.42) for
testing.
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(a) Forward loss for FlowINN

(b) Forward loss across different models

(c) Backward loss for FlowINN

Figure 19. Model losses for Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN at training and testing time. (a) The root meansquared losses (RMSE) for forward modeling were calculated across all speakers differentiated by training (blue)
and testing (orange) dataset. (b) RMSE was additionally calculated and compared with different models (LR:
linear regression; ANN: artificial neural networks) to compare with FlowINN. (c) The loss for the reconstruction
(backward loss) was calculated for all speakers at different rates.
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The performance of the Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN model was further examined
visually by comparing forward predictions and backward reconstructions based on the IEEE
vowels. For example, the median articulatory configurations for four front vowels (/i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/)
from a speaker F01 was obtained at two speaking rates and tested as inputs to the model (Figure
20). These median articulatory data were first prepared for each vowel differentiated by color
(blue: normal rate; red: fast rate), which were then input to each model by rate separately (left
column). The predicted formant frequencies were also differentiated by rate (center column).
These predicted acoustic outputs were used as inputs for the backward prediction, which was
also colored by rate in the articulatory space (right column).
Specifically, 2D latent variables were sampled with the size of 50 and examined together
for the articulatory reconstruction, to investigate how the “UCM” from FlowINN has been
learned and what it represents for the articulatory UCM. The simulated results demonstrated
precise, but tightly reconstructed articulatory configurations. The reconstructed tongue shape was
tighter for IY1 and IH1, while less tight and more variable for EH1 and AE1 along the vertical
dimension, especially at the fast rate. The jaw and the lower lip were less tight at the fast versus
normal rate across vowels, indicating the relative importance of the tongue constrictions (e.g.,
tongue bracing; Gick et al., 2017) in the control of vowel articulation as compared to other
articulators in a rate-modulated speech.
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(a) IY1

(b) IH1

(c) EH1

(d) AE1

Figure 20. Simulated results for Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN trained on a speaker F01’s data. The rate
differences were marked by color (blue: normal rate; red: fast rate) both in articulation (left and right column) and
acoustics (center column). Median articulatory configurations for each vowel as in the first column
(“Articulation”) in (a)-(d) were input to the model. The acoustic predictions (“Acoustic Prediction” column) as
well as the articulatory reconstructions (“Articulatory Predictions” column) were visualized separately.
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The articulatory UCM, represented by the learned Gaussian latent space, was also tested
by sampling with different weights. The latent weights were used to manipulate how the samples
in the different regions of the articulatory UCM change the articulatory configurations. Three
weights were used (i.e., 0.5, 0.8, 1.0) for speaker F01’s four front vowels /i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/ at the normal
rate, for example (Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23 and Figure 24). The sampling results indicated
that as the weights increase (i.e., the larger sampling region), the reconstructed articulatory
configurations also varied accordingly. For /i/, when the latent weight was 0.5, the result of the
reconstruction was tight around the original articulatory input. Latent weight of 1.0, however,
generated articulatory shapes that were more variable than with the lesser weights. There were
some cases where the reconstructed [?] tongue crosses over the palate, indicated by the green
dotted lines overlaid on to the black palate (Figure 21c). The pattern for /ɪ/ was similar to /i/ in
that the bigger weights generated more variable articulatory shapes (Figure 22). The
reconstructed articulatory shapes for vowels /ɛ, æ/ were also dependent on the weight size
manipulations, but the generated shapes were slightly more variable toward anterior-posterior
dimension as the weight increases (Figure 23, Figure 24), than /i, ɪ/ when visually examined.
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Latent Space Manipulation on Vowel /i/
(a) latent weight = 0.5

← UCM space

(b) latent weight = 0.8

← UCM space

(c) latent weight = 1.0

← UCM space

Figure 21. The effect of manipulating the samples (size=50) from the latent space (i.e., articulatory UCM space)
on the articulatory reconstruction on vowel /i/. Three latent weights were tested (0.5, 0.8, 1.0 from (a)-(c)) and the
results were shown as the original articulation, acoustic predictions (F2-F1), latent space and the reconstructed
articulation, where the sampled outputs were marked green in color.
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Latent Space Manipulation on Vowel /ɪ/
(a) latent weight = 0.5

← UCM space

(b) latent weight = 0.8

← UCM space

(c) latent weight = 1.0

← UCM space

Figure 22. The effect of manipulating the samples (size=50) from the latent space (i.e., articulatory UCM space)
on the articulatory reconstruction on vowel /ɪ/. Three latent weights were tested (0.5, 0.8, 1.0 from (a)-(c)) and the
results were shown as the original articulation, acoustic predictions (F2-F1), latent space and the reconstructed
articulation, where the sampled outputs were marked green in color.
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Latent Space Manipulation on Vowel /ɛ/
(a) latent weight = 0.5

← UCM space

(b) latent weight = 0.8

← UCM space

(c) latent weight = 1.0

← UCM space

Figure 23. The effect of manipulating the samples (size=50) from the latent space (i.e., articulatory UCM space)
on the articulatory reconstruction on vowel /ɛ/. Three latent weights were tested (0.5, 0.8, 1.0 from (a)-(c)) and
the results were shown as the original articulation, acoustic predictions (F2-F1), latent space and the
reconstructed articulation, where the sampled outputs were marked green in color.
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Latent Space Manipulation on Vowel /æ/
(a) latent weight = 0.5

← UCM space

(b) latent weight = 0.8

← UCM space

(c) latent weight = 1.0

← UCM space

Figure 24. The effect of manipulating the samples (size=50) from the latent space (articulatory UCM space) on
the articulatory reconstruction on vowel /æ/. Three latent weights were tested (0.5, 0.8, 1.0 from (a)-(c)) and the
results were shown as the original articulation, acoustic predictions (F2-F1), latent space and the reconstructed
articulation, where the sampled outputs were marked green in color.
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Acoustics-Category FlowINN
A total of 16 models for Acoustics-Category FlowINN were constructed and trained
based on the IEEE data (2 rates x 8 speakers). While the articulatory-acoustic relations were
examined in the Articulatory-Acoustics FlowINN, the mapping between acoustics in formant
frequencies and the corresponding vowel categories were investigated using speaker- and ratespecific Acoustics-Category FlowINN models. Because the categorical accuracies are more
interpretable than the raw forward losses, the accuracy of the predicted categories was computed
by speaker and rate, and evaluated on training and test data (Figure 25a). On the average, models
tested at the normal rate performed better (train: 79%, SD=3.65; test: 75.7%, SD=7.35) than at
fast rate (train: 73.5%, SD=5.35; test: 72.6%, SD=8.26) although there were speaker-wise
differences. The result of the acoustic reconstruction from the vowel categories indicated slightly
smaller RMSE for fast versus normal rate (Figure 25b). At the normal rate, the average RMSE
was 0.59 (SD=0.06) for training and 0.58 (SD=0.09) for testing. At the faster rate, it was 0.56
(SD=0.12) for training and 0.57 (SD=0.1) for testing. The latent loss was roughly similar across
rates. The average loss was 0.35 (SD=0.02) for training and 0.27 (SD=0.02) for testing at the
normal rate. The loss at fast rate was on average 0.36 (SD=0.01) for training and 0.25 (SD=0.04)
for testing.
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(a) Forward accuracy for FlowINN

(b) Backward loss for FlowINN

Figure 25. Modeling results for Acoustics-Category FlowINN. (a) The accuracy for predicted vowel categories
was plotted by rate (left: normal rate; right: fast rate) and data (blue: train data; orange: test data) across speakers.
(b) The backward or reconstruction loss in RMSE was shown by rate and data across speakers.

The performance of the Acoustics-Category FlowINN model was further examined by
comparing forward predictions and backward reconstructions across speakers. For example,
speaker F01’s data were tested on four front vowels (/i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/) at normal (Figure 26) and fast
rate (Figure 27), having three visualizations for the vowel space, predicted probabilities and
another vowel space for the reconstruction, separately. First, the vowel-specific median formant
frequencies were input to the model and category prediction were calculated. Then, these
category predictions combined with samples from the latent space (acoustic UCM) were added
for the backward prediction to generate reconstructed formant frequencies. These samples were
fixed at both rates to control the randomness of sampling and for the fair comparisons.
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The forward category prediction results overall indicated a preference toward the target
categories across vowels at both rates. A single peak of probability at the target category was
generally shown, but for some vowels (EH1), there was second highest probability at other
categories (AE1), which was probably because of the proximity of both categories in the vowel
space. However, the reconstruction of the vowel formant frequencies from the probability
distribution differed as a function of rate. The area of the reconstructed tokens was larger at
normal versus fast rate. The area difference was visually noticeable especially for IY1 and AE1
for a speaker F01.
Note that target categories were predicted correctly for the forward category prediction;
however, the probability at the predicted category was around 70 to 75 percent range with other
categories centered around 50 percent. This was because the FlowINN model was trained to
predict multiple categories at the same time rather than predict a single category exclusively,
which belonged to a multi-label classification paradigm (Bishop, 2006). This allowed the model
to predict each category freely rather than predict a single category while penalizing the
prediction of the other categories. Due to the substantial overlap between vowel categories, this
paradigm was initially employed in FlowINN models. Using the softmax function (Goodfellow
et al., 2016), for example, might boost up the probability toward the target category, but this was
not currently possible in the FlowINN model architecture provided by the original authors
(Ardizzone, Kruse, et al., 2019). Also, the predicted target categories did not always demonstrate
the most dominant and highest probability. For IY1 and IH1, the target category was predicted
with the highest probability. For EH1 and AE1, however, the predicted probability was highest
for its own category, but it was also relatively high for both categories, which is consistent with
perceptual confusion between adjacent vowels (Hillenbrand & Gayvert, 1993)
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(a) IY1

(b) IH

(c) EH

(d) AE

Figure 26. Forward and backward prediction of the Acoustics-Category FlowINN model trained on a speaker
F01’s data at normal rate. Each vowel category is presented by row (a)-(d). The leftmost column represents the
acoustic vowel space (F2-F1) with the median formant frequency of that category. The category prediction as a
probability distribution is presented in the center column. The rightmost column shows the reconstructed vowel
formants from the same probability distribution with the sampling from the latent space (acoustic UCM), marked
by different colors for each token and surrounded by ellipses on the vowel space.
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(a) IY

(b) IH

(c) EH

(d) AE

Figure 27. Forward and backward prediction of the Acoustics-Category FlowINN model trained on a speaker
F01’s data at fast rate. Each vowel category is presented by row (a)-(d). The leftmost column represents the
acoustic vowel space (F2-F1) with the median formant frequency of that category. The category prediction as a
probability distribution is presented in the center column. The rightmost column shows the reconstructed vowel
formants from the same probability distribution with the sampling from the latent space (acoustic UCM), marked
by different colors for each token and surrounded by ellipses on the vowel space.
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The acoustic UCM was represented by the learned Gaussian latent space, not a purely
random or uniformly distributed space, in the FlowINN model and examined by sampling with
different latent weights (0.1, 0.2, 0.3). These weights were used to generate multiple acoustic
samples as formant frequencies inversely from the vowel-category probability distribution. For
example, this was tested on speaker F01’s IH1 at the normal rate. The median formant
frequencies for each vowel were used as input to the model and the output probability
distribution was computed. Combined with 50 samples from the latent space multiplied by the
latent weight, the formant frequencies were predicted from both probability distribution and the
weighted samples. The sampling results indicated that the latent weights affected the distribution
of the sampling output. Sampling from the larger area in the acoustic UCM tended to generate
tokens with larger area indicated by the dotted ellipse in the vowel space (Figure 28).
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(a) Latent weight = 0.1

← UCM space

(b) Latent weight = 0.2

← UCM space

(c) Latent weight = 0.3

← UCM space

Figure 28. The effect of manipulating the samples (size=50) from the latent space (acoustic UCM) on the vowel
formants reconstruction. Three latent weights were tested (0.1, 0.2, 0.3 from (a)-(c)) and the results were shown
as the original formants (left), predicted probabilities (mid), latent space (bottom) and the reconstructed
articulation (right), where the sampled outputs were marked by different colors and with ellipses.
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Finally, Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN and Acoustics-Category FlowINN were
combined to investigate the production-category mapping from the IEEE vowels simultaneously.
The acoustics output from the Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN was input to the AcousticsCategory FlowINN. For the purpose of exploring distributional characteristics of vowel
categories, the inverse mapping from the categories included latent samples (acoustic and
articulatory UCM) and the reconstruction of acoustics and articulation was visually examined at
normal rate and fast rate, focusing on speaker F01’s IH1 as an example.
The median articulatory configuration of speaker F01’s IH1 at the normal rate was
provided as input to Articulatory-Acoustics FlowINN, first. The output was generated as formant
frequencies, which was then given as input to Acoustics-Category FlowINN for the forward
mapping (Figure 29a, Figure 30b). The predicted multi-label probability distribution was peaked
at IH1, indicating the mapping from articulation, acoustics to categories was relatively accurate
while some categories were roughly around 50 percent. There was a tendency of IY1 at normal
rate and EH1 at fast rate being slightly more noticeable than other categories in probability, but
these differences were not sufficient to make any meaningful conclusion. Using the same
probability distribution, the inverse mapping was examined by including latent samples to see
what acoustic and articulatory UCM represent about regional characteristics of vowel targets.
The simulated acoustic samples differed in their location in vowel space and their data
distribution at different rates. Although these differences were not visually apparent, IH1 at the
normal rate (Figure 29a) tended to stretch more toward IY1 and was slightly more heightened
and fronted compared to IH1 at the fast rate (Figure 30b). These differences were also shown in
the simulated articulatory configurations. They tended to be more variable toward the horizontal
axis and less tightly organized around the median shape at the normal rate, while this tendency
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was less visible at the fast rate, which indicated less variable and more compact reconstruction of
articulation.

(a) Forward mapping from articulation, acoustics to categories

(b) Inverse mapping from categories, acoustics to articulation

Figure 29. An end-to-end mapping between articulation, acoustics and the selected vowel category (IH1) for a
speaker F01 at normal rate. (a) forward mapping from articulation, acoustics to categories. (b) inverse mapping
from categories, acoustics to articulation.
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(a) Forward mapping from articulation, acoustics to categories

(b) Inverse mapping from categories, acoustics to acoustics

Figure 30. An end-to-end mapping between articulation, acoustics and the selected vowel category (IH1) for a
speaker F01 at fast rate. (a) forward mapping from articulation, acoustics to categories. (b) inverse mapping from
categories, acoustics to articulation.

Discussion of Results
Articulatory UCM
Results from the Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN model indicated that the mapping
between articulation and acoustics could be learned fairly accurately in both directions. For the
forward mapping, formant frequencies could be predicted relatively accurately across speakers.
FlowINN demonstrated better results than the simple linear regression, but it was slightly lesser
or on par with results from the feed-forward neural network model. This was probably because
FlowINN had to be optimized for both forward-backward mappings, which resulted in a modest
decrease in the forward mapping accuracy. For the inverse mapping, however, FlowINN was
consistent and showed highly accurate performance in terms of predicting articulation from
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acoustics, which was possibly because the invertible model architecture was already optimized to
recover the input regardless of the forward mapping performance. This indicated that the training
of the Articulation-Acoustics FlowINN should be more weighted toward optimizing the forward
mapping accuracy over the data reconstruction by tuning the loss hyperparameters as a possible
future improvement. Having a bigger model architecture or different affine coupling layer
designs could be also used to improve the model performance.
In addition to the performance, the trained FlowINN model demonstrated that the latent
space represents the UCM, in which “good” or benign articulatory variability could be sampled
and manipulated easily. The model was initially not given any information about the part of
articulatory variability representing flexibility, except for guiding the latent space to follow the
standard Gaussian distribution. Results from the articulatory reconstruction from acoustics
indicated that the inverse predictions generally followed the distribution of the original IEEE
vowels although the distribution was mostly tight around the original articulatory configuration.
Due to the Gaussian-shaped latent space, sampling could be done probabilistically by changing
the latent weights. For example, smaller weights generated tighter articulation while larger
weights increased the variability in the articulatory reconstruction, which sometimes incorrectly
generated shapes that exceeded beyond the palate. Because the model was not aware of the
physical boundary of the vocal tract, incorporating the morphological information could generate
more realistic and reasonable samples than the current model did, which is left for the future
improvements.
Furthermore, the fact that articulatory UCM could be learnt as the latent space in
FlowINN seemed to advocate the notion that variability is not purely random or unstructured
blob, but rather a structured and useful construct (Dhawale et al., 2017; Latash, 2008; Riley &
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Turvey, 2002; Sternad, 2018). Variability naturally arises during repeated skilled motor
movements as “repetition without repetition” (Bernstein, 1967). The task-irrelevant redundancy
(or “abundance” according to Latash, 2012) can be observed by the result of the motor action,
but it is not easy to predict the amount or the shape of such benign variability. The uncontrolled
manifold method could be useful in this regard by identifying the orthogonal motor subspaces (or
axes) for the UCM and CM. However, this method does not reveal the shape or the size of the
UCM per se and the exploration of the UCM should always start from the articulation, not from
the acoustics, which is a limitation of the current UCM method.
FlowINN demonstrated that latent space even with a single-mode Gaussian could
incorporate and represent task-irrelevant part of articulatory variability, which could not have
been possible if it was totally random or noise. Although a method of quantifying the degree of
randomness or determinism currently does not exist in FlowINN, more investigations might be
necessary toward the structure and distribution of the learned latent space as well as the method
of quantifications (e.g., recurrence quantification analysis; Jackson et al., 2016; Webber &
Marwan, 2015). One of the recent studies has showed that latent space can be designed with
more Gaussians and structure, indicating the possibility of more elaborate modeling of the
articulatory UCM as in Figure 21, Figure 22, Figure 23 and Figure 24 (e.g., FlowGMM from
Izmailov et al. 2019).

Acoustic UCM
The acoustic variability that is benign to the categorical target achievement (i.e., acoustic
UCM) was investigated using FlowINN (namely, Acoustics-Category FlowINN). Results from
the trained FlowINN model indicated that the mapping between acoustics and intended vowel
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categories could be learnt bidirectionally similar to Articulatory-Acoustics FlowINN. The
category prediction accuracy from the forward mapping was at a modest level in the range of 50
to 80 percent, which might be attributable to the fact that IEEE vowels often overlapped across
categories and highly variable when represented in the acoustic vowel space. The chance-level
probabilities across the non-targets were probably because each category was treated as an
independent Bernoulli distribution and not penalized enough to boost the correct target
probability while decreasing incorrect target probabilities. This is a limitation to the current
FlowINN implementation and can be possibly improved using conditional FlowINN with
adversarial loss (Ardizzone et al., 2019).
The backward or inverse prediction showed a reasonable performance when it came to
predicting formant frequencies back from the categorical probabilities. Combined with the latent
sampling, the inverse prediction particularly demonstrated how discrete categories can be
reconstructed or represented in the continuous domain as a region rather than a single point.
Specifically, vowel targets have been often studied as a region defined by multidimensional
somatosensory space including dynamicity of vowel production (Gay, 1978; Guenther, 1995a;
Hasegawa-Johnson et al., 2003; Perkell et al., 2000; Strange, 1987). However, there are no
modeling approaches so far that attempted to directly map from vowel categories to formant
frequencies with the forward-backward invertibility as FlowINN which provides a probabilistic
approach into the understanding of the link between vowel production and the categorical target.
Nevertheless, use of the single-timepoint data might have missed out the dynamicity of the
vowel production and has not been sufficient to estimate the joint probability of vowel
production and categories. Exclusion of coarticulation from adjacent segments could also prove
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critical. More improved versions of FlowINN should incorporate more time points to better
characterize the link between vowel production and the target categories.

Speaking rate
In order to investigate speaking-rate differences, separate models were trained for normal
and fast rate both for articulatory-acoustic and acoustic-vowel relations. In terms of modeling,
the performance was not substantially affected by rate with minor speaker-wise differences. For
Articulatory-Acoustics FlowINN, the forward prediction accuracy was similar across different
rates, but there was a slight decrease in the backward prediction at normal rate. The rate
difference was more recognizable when compared with the formant predictions and articulatory
reconstructions than the model accuracies. The predicted formants indicated possible vowel
reduction at fast versus normal rate. The predicted articulatory configuration also revealed the
rate difference especially at mid and low vowels (/ɛ, æ/) for the speaker F01. Still, the rateinduced articulatory difference was not substantial, which replicates the results from the IEEE
vowel analysis in the previous chapter.
Acoustics-Category FlowINN indicated comparable model performance across different
rates as well. However, the acoustic reconstruction from the categorical probability distribution
demonstrated noticeable rate differences in the size of the individual vowel distribution. While
the reconstructed vowels were more tightly concentrated at fast rate, the distribution was much
wider and spread at normal rate. This distributional difference indicates that the spatial precision
at normal rate might have been less strictly required than fast rate and, as a result, the acoustic
UCM (or similarly “convex region targets” from Guenther, 1995b) became larger when
movements were relatively “normal” than accelerated based on the notion of speed-accuracy
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trade-offs (Fitts, 1954; Lammert et al., 2018). However, this observation was based on the
simulated vowel tokens and the rate was not strictly controlled in the IEEE data. More controlled
rate differences as well as inclusion of temporal aspect of vowel production will be much useful
for the further examination on the relationship between speaking rate and vowel articulation.
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Chapter 4. Summary and Future Work
Summary
Human motor movements generate variability. Variability is one of the informative
biological features in skilled human behaviors. Producing speech sounds as a skilled behavior
also generates variability, which is not totally random, but reveals structure and regularity like in
goal-directed limb movements. The previous chapters (chapters 2 and 3) aimed to examine such
structure and regularity in speech by two methodological approaches: uncontrolled manifold
(UCM) and flow-based invertible networks (FlowINN), based on Haskins IEEE rate comparison
database (Tiede et al., 2017).
Two research questions have been examined in chapter 2. The first question was
regarding the effect of speaking rate on vowel variability. As a natural perturbation to speech,
speaking rate modifies both the acoustic and articulatory processes of speech. Such acoustic and
articulatory changes as a function of normal versus fast rate was investigated focusing on the
four front vowels /i, ɪ, ɛ, æ/ from the IEEE corpus. The acoustic results indicated the significant
effect of rate on vowel variability, represented by the formant frequencies. When the rate was
accelerated, both F1 and F2 were overall centralized although the effect was found to be vowelspecific, regardless of the preceding consonant context overall. The acoustic reduction of vowel
formants was also shown in the articulation, represented by the four factors from the guided PCA
analysis with the same vowel data. Most notably, the jaw and tongue factors were affected by the
rate changes. Both vertical and horizontal variability was reduced at fast versus normal rate with
a significant contextual effect, indicating a rate-induced target undershoot as well as a synergistic
relationship between the jaw and tongue as have been previously reported (Noiray et al., 2008).
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The exploration of the articulatory and acoustic variability was the basis for investigating
the next question: does the speaking rate change the UCM and CM variability? Given that the
rate effect was observed both in articulation and acoustics, it was tested if the articulatory
variability could be decomposed into the task-irrelevant (UCM) and task-relevant (CM) part and
if there was any pattern of the UCM and CM variability across different speaking rates. The
expectation was that the articulatory variability will be aligned mostly toward the UCM space
across rates, following the UCM studies on the limb movements (Hansen et al., 2018; Scholz et
al., 2011). The UCM analysis on the IEEE vowels, however, indicated overall dominance of the
CM over UCM variability at both rates, irrespective of vowel identity and preceding consonant
context in most cases. Larger CM variability means lower accuracy and lack of precision given
the target achievement. However, the IEEE sentences were neither fully errorful nor were they
produced with no flexibility at all, which led to two possible explanations.
One explanation is that the “fast” speaking rate is still within the UCM space of the
normal rate. That is, variability induced by the fast rate might have been still benign or “good”
with respect to the vowel target achievement. Given that vowel targets are rather regions than a
single point in acoustics (Gay, 1978; Hasegawa-Johnson et al., 2003; Strange, 1987), deviation
from a single point in the formant space to some extent might be less destructive or “bad”. Also,
the difference between habitual normal and fast rate might have been not much sufficient to
induce the rate effect, compared to the use of external devices such as metronome to strictly
control the rate. Another explanation concerns on the methodology itself. To carry out the UCM
analysis, the target has to be defined as a point in the task space, so any deviation from the point
target is considered as error or “bad” variability although it can be still acceptable
acoustically/perceptually. To examine such acceptable target regions, it is necessary to estimate
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motor-equivalent articulatory configurations from the acoustics directly. However, this inverse of
the forward mapping is also not possible in the current methodology, which requires further
modifications to investigate the UCM in speech.
The aim of Chapter 3 was, therefore, to take a different approach, aimed at overcoming
methodological limitations in the UCM analysis and to better representing variability in speech.
A modeling approach using the flow-based invertible neural network (Ardizzone et al., 2019)
was taken based on the same IEEE corpus. First, whether the articulatory UCM could be
revealed by the learned FlowINN model was examined. Vowel mid-point articulatory and
acoustic data were used for the bidirectional optimization of the model. The latent space, which
was the part of FlowINN, was trained to represent the articulatory UCM as a probability
distribution following a standard Gaussian. When the model was optimized, the learned latent
space was tested by sampling values from the probabilistic UCM space and reconstructing them
into the articulatory space. The reconstructed articulatory configuration revealed motor
equivalence without relying on computing the null space of the Jacobian of the forward-mapping
only model. Second, the acoustic UCM was examined from the FlowINN model that was trained
on the same vowel acoustics data, but including the category information for each vowel. This
FlowINN was used to test whether the learned latent space could represent the UCM in acoustic
space or not. The FlowINN trained on acoustics and the intended vowel categories overall
showed modest level of accuracy mainly due to the choice of loss function, but demonstrated the
confusion over similar categories (e.g., /ɛ, æ/) as in the perception study (Hillenbrand & Gayvert,
1993). The learned latent space indeed revealed the UCM in acoustics given categories. The
reconstructed vowel formants based on the latent-space sampling were shown as regions, which
was vowel and speaking-rate specific. The two combined FlowINNs from articulation, acoustics
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to vowel categories further revealed the possibility of modeling the link between production and
perception using the UCM in both articulation and acoustics.

Future Work
Vowel variability from the IEEE corpus has been investigated by taking the UCM and
FlowINN modeling approach throughout chapters 2 and 3. Two possible future directions can be
considered from the current vowel variability analysis and modeling. First, the difference
between speech production and limb movements has to be taken into account with the proper
methodological implementations. Despite the similar motor-control mechanism as in limb
movements, producing speech requires a specific motor activations using articulators at the
execution level, which is further constrained by language at the cognitive level. Therefore, using
the method of analyzing variability from motor movements as in reaching, grabbing or hitting
might not be directly applicable to analyzing speech. The idea of the UCM in speech has been
first proposed by Saltzman et al. (2006) and possible utility has been investigated mostly based
on the articulatory simulations (Schöner et al., 2008; Szabados, 2017; Szabados & Perrier, 2015).
However, the distributional characteristics of targets as well as dynamics of speech still haven’t
been fully considered due to the methodological limitations. New approaches such as the
trajectory mixture density networks (Mitra et al., 2010; Richmond et al., 2003) might be useful if
it can be combined with the UCM approach, which has not been studied yet.
Second, taking modeling approach on variability can be useful in speech-related
applications. For example, speech synthesis includes a process of converting a sequence of
discrete units (e.g., words, phonemes, segments etc.) into continuous time-varying signal in
articulation or acoustics. Specifically, Task Dynamics and Application (TaDA; Nam et al., 2004)
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generates continuous articulatory movements with the combination of discrete gestures,
reflecting task-specific constrictions in the human vocal tract based on Articulatory Phonology
(Browman & Goldstein, 1995; Saltzman & Kelso, 1987; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). Due to the
stability in the computation of inverse kinematics, any residual motion from the kinematic
redundancy has been currently reduced, thereby limiting the exploration on the UCM. Rather
than removing variability along the null space of the Jacobian of the forward mapping model in
TaDA, manipulating the UCM space can produce more diverse articulatory movements, which
can be still “good” in terms of constriction-target achievements. However, controlling the UCM
space systematically is not an easy task because additional parameters might be necessary and
optimized for this task that can be more time-consuming and less efficient in computation. In this
case, the FlowINN can be useful in that the latent space can be constructed and “good”
variability can be probabilistically sampled from the learned UCM space. How much the forward
and inverse kinematics can be replaced by FlowINN remains uncertain, but using FlowINN in
the process of synthesizing speech can be used to generate more diverse and intelligible speech
than the current TaDA implementation. Similarly, another possibility is speech inversion. This is
the task of recovering or estimating articulatory variables from acoustics, which is often
challenging due to the presence of multiple non-unique solutions (Mitra et al., 2010; Sivaraman
et al., 2019). The FlowINN model will be useful for mapping articulatory variability from a
much wider possible set of acoustic input data. For these possible applications, variability in
speech is no longer random noise to be eliminated, but opens up new possibilities and
demonstrates “bliss of motor abundance” (Latash, 2012a).
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